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You like being prepared.
CAA has a new way to help you leave your loved ones a $25,000* gift.

The cost of a wedding, a university education, a home repair or just a more
comfortable retirement can all cost your loved ones money they may not have.
That’s why it pays to be proactive with CAA Guaranteed Issue Life Insurance.
It can help you give your loved ones $25,000 tax-free,** to use any way they want.
Your acceptance is guaranteed with no medical exam at the time of application,
and all Canadian residents between 40 and 75 are eligible. Coverage never
expires, and increases by 2% each year, at no cost to you, for up to 25 years.+

It pays to be prepared.
caalifeandhealth.ca
1-888-334-4561

Conditions, limitations and exclusions apply. Available to Canadian residents only. Please see policy for details.
* The minimum face amount per policy is $5,000 and the maximum face amount per policy is $25,000. The issue ages of the Insured are from 40 to 75 inclusive.
** All benefits paid from this coverage are normally non-taxable.
+ The CAA Member Benefit increases the original coverage amount by 2% annually (non-compounding). There is no increase in premiums.
Ongoing membership must be maintained for the increases to be considered in-force at time of claim. Maximum benefits are capped at 50% of original face amount.

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2019 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.
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from the editor

CHARGING
AHEAD
All it took was a drive in
a couple of electric vehicles
for me to fully realize
that cars are not what they
used to be.
First there was the
Mitsubishi Outlander
plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle, a full-size SUV that’s
quiet, comfortable and
capable. Then there was
the Jaguar I-Pace fully
electric SUV. It felt like I
was driving the Batmobile.

CONTRIBUTORS
Low and sleek, it had nearly instantaneous
acceleration and was as comfortable as a
business-class airline seat.
These vehicles are at opposite price
points, but they indicate a future that is
fast approaching. With that in mind, be
sure to read our auto feature (“Plugged In,”
page 36), which looks at Canada’s electricvehicle landscape, including the people,
products and companies that are changing
what and how we drive.
Regardless of whether you’re driving or
flying on your next trip—if you decide to
bring your dog or cat along, read our story
first (“Pet Project,” page 30). Stacy Lee Kong
outlines some valuable tips and expert advice
for keeping your furry family members safe
and comfortable for the long haul.
Writer Adam McCulloch (“Travelling
Through Time,” page 41) took on a longhaul project of a different kind when
he ventured to Scotland to search for
his ancestors in this issue’s cover story.
Adam joined a growing number of people
searching for their roots and finding a few
unexpected twists and turns along the way.
And, if you’ve ever travelled with a
large family cohort, you’ll know that twists
and turns are part of the experience. To
help plan a vacation that involves kids,
parents, grandparents and other extended
family, we asked our writers and CAA
Travel Planners for destination ideas and
tips (“All Together Now,” page 23). It’ll make
you want to gather the clan for the trip
of a lifetime.

ARDEN JOBLING
writer

Jobling (“Family Secret,”
page 10) is a Toronto-based
freelance travel writer and
digital marketer. Born with
itchy feet and optimism, she
writes about her passions—
travel and parenting—and
how to combine the two.

DAN BRANSFIELD
illustrator

An illustrator, pun enthusiast
and author of Pizzapedia: An
Illustrated Guide to Everyone’s
Favorite Food, Bransfield
(“Feast for the Eyes,” page 12)
is based in San Francisco.

caamagazine@caasco.ca

CORRECTION
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Page 41 of the “Great Canadian Road Trips” story
(summer 2019) stated that Alexander Graham
Bell’s summer home offers kids activities. The
summer home is in fact a private residence.
Activities for kids are available at the Alexander
Graham Bell National Historic Site, which is open
to the public. CAA Magazine regrets the error.

CRAIG MOY
writer

An editor and writer, Moy
(“Feast for the Eyes,” page 12)
has covered everything from
restaurant launches to road
trips. When not hammering
out copy, he aspires to a
modest level of competency
as a parent, photographer
and home improver.
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president’s message

BLAZING
A TRAIL
I’ve never been a wallflower.
I’ve always been the type
of person who speaks up
and out—and often.
I think it goes back to the
number of great female role
models I’ve been fortunate
enough to have. It’s them
that I think of first, with
gratitude, in accepting the
recent honour of being
named a Businesswoman
of the Year by the Women’s
Business Network.

This annual award recognizes
the business achievements,
professional expertise and
leadership of outstanding
women in the National Capital
Region. But it also gives women
and girls across the city and
province a chance to see a bit
of themselves succeeding in
what may be traditionally
male-dominated industries.
Role models are critical to the
future success of women in the
workplace. They are fundamental
to changing and challenging
societal perceptions of what
women can aspire to be. Role
models offer women and girls the
chance to imagine what realizing
their full potential might look like.
But they must first have
access to a variety of educational
and work-related opportunities.
Beginning in secondary school,
girls should have non-traditional
and senior-level careers presented
and modelled for them. In the
workplace, employers must
provide opportunities to ensure
that lesser-known career paths
can be tried, whether through
acting assignments, job shadowing
or succession-planning placements.
As the President and CEO
of CAA North & East Ontario,
I’m as committed to being a role
model for women as I am to
improving the lives of our more
than 310,000 CAA Members.
In fact, the two goals go handin-hand for me. A successful
business and, by extension, a
healthy economy, are based on

The CAA NEO team celebrates
with Christina Hlusko
(at centre, holding award)
at the Businesswoman
of the Year gala

HOW TO REACH US
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membership@caaneo.on.ca

people maximizing their abilities
and making a difference, each and
every day.
At every opportunity I have,
I encourage women to get
involved, both in the workplace
and in their communities.
As a founding member of the
leadership committee for the
Women in Philanthropy program
at Queensway Carleton Hospital,
and in my roles as a member of
the board of directors for the
Rideau Valley Health Centre
and working with the national
advisory committee for Tourism
HR Canada on the development
of the future skills framework,
I live as much as I can by example,
in the hopes that others will
follow in my footsteps.
While it is wonderful to be
recognized for my professional
achievements, I am most proud
of the opportunity to witness
another young woman’s journey
on the road to success: my
daughter’s. Julia is currently at
the University of Ottawa and
well on her way to pursuing
her own dream of becoming a
chemist. The field she has chosen
is challenging, and she continues
to amaze me with her dedication
and passion for science.
Here’s to hoping that more
women will continue down the
same path!
Sincerely,

Christina Hlusko
President and CEO
CAA North & East Ontario

@CAANEO

facebook.com/CAANEO

caaneo.ca

TAKE THE
SCENIC ROUTE
We’ve gathered the best of
Autumn in Ontario just for you

FallRoutes.ca

CRYSTAL-CLEAR STREAMS THAT REACH TO THE MIGHTY ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.

Stunning Charlevoix. Spectacular Charlevoix. With winding roads leading to beautiful little
slices of paradise – true havens of peace and tranquility. Charlevoix. Where we come to enjoy
music and art in an amazing cultural oasis, relax and reconnect with nature, discover vibrant
and welcoming villages, and savour the region’s epicurean delights.

Let yourself be charmed by Charlevoix!

Book your experience today !
1 800 667-2276 | www.charlevoixtourism.com

© Francis Gagnon, Gaëlle Leroyer, Domaine Forget de Charlevoix, Sylvain Foster and Parc national des Hautes-Gorges-de-la-Rivière-Malbaie, Mathieu Dupuis.

CHARLEVOIX. MAGNIFICENT GREEN MOUNTAINTOPS AND MESMERIZING

Travel / Auto / People / Leisure
WHERE ARE YOU?

DIRTY TRICK

The red dust flies as I shake
the sieve, sorting the earth
and throwing away chunks of
sandstone. What I’m searching
for is a glimmer of colour.
I’m noodling for opals in
Coober Pedy, South Australia.
It’s the local term for an
activity that’s just like panning
for gold—only dustier.

heaps, or piles of discarded
rock, in public noodling areas.

After half an hour of sifting, my
eye locks on a rock about the
size of my fingerprint. I lick the
stone to remove the dust and
expose a milky opal with flashes
of vibrant blue trapped inside.

Opal was discovered here
in 1915, and there are now
about 250,000 opal-mine shafts
around the town. Visitors
can sift through mullock

If you’re lucky enough to
find an opal while noodling,
it’s yours to keep. It’s thirsty
work, though, so I take mine
and repair to one of Coober
Pedy’s underground pubs for
a cold beer. –Amanda Lee

PHOTOGRAPHY HEMIS/ALAMY

noodle
above ground,
then visit
the umoona
opal mine

COOBER 29.0139° S
PEDY
134.7533° E 1,800
LOCATION

POPULATION

AROUND

AUSTRALIA

DID YOU KNOW?

To escape the area’s intense heat,
Coober Pedy Opal Fields Golf Club
members play the 18-hole grass-less
course at night using glowing balls.
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sip the
season

Pumpkin spice lattes are back
on the menu in North America.
Here’s what the rest of the world
brews up to welcome fall.
Kompot
Just-harvested
fruit is simmered
with water and sugar,
then preserved in
jars. Berries and
quince are often
used in this Eastern
European favourite.
Star of the stage:
a Mini wows the crowd
at the 1966 R.A.C. event,
one of the biggest rallies
in the U.K.

MILESTONE

MINI TO THE MAX

Celebrating 60 big years of one of the world’s
littlest cars –Andrew Raven
WHEN THE FIRST MINI ROLLED OUT IN 1959, it baffled the British

motoring public. Shaped like a cube and absolutely tiny—it was
just three metres long—the family sedan was unlike anything
else on the road. But the Mini, which celebrates its 60th birthday
this August, would prove to be revolutionary.
By mounting the engine sideways and pushing its wheels out to
the corners, the car’s designer, Alec Issigonis, created enough cabin
space for four adults. The roomy interior combined with great
handling and a rock-bottom price to make the Mini a massive hit.
Souped-up versions went on to dominate rally driving
throughout the 1960s, cementing the car as an icon. “They were
unbelievably agile little cars,” says Gerry Hull, a Mini owner and
president of the British Automobile Touring Association of
Nova Scotia. “There wasn’t another car that could touch them.”
More than five million original Minis were built before
production ended in 2000. And while BMW has revived the
brand, Hull says the new Minis just aren’t the same as the
classic ones. “People today are so used to driving cars that
drive them. They’re missing out on the thrill of driving.”
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Persimmon
punch
This sweet Korean
drink is made with
dried persimmons
and served cold.
But cinnamon and
ginger flavours
give sujeonggwa
a warming quality.
Ginger soy milk
Dipping temperatures
mean it’s time for a
ginger variant of this
traditional Chinese
soybean beverage.
It’s typically served
warm in a classic
glass soda bottle.
Sturm
In Austria, the
autumn grape harvest
brings this fizzy,
low-alcohol wine made
of freshly fermented
grape juice. It must
be consumed shortly
after production.
Herfstbok
Herfst means autumn
in Dutch, and this
darker, caramelcoloured beer from
the Netherlands is
made from fall’s
first malt harvest.
–Andrea Yu

PHOTOGRAPHY [MINI] COURTESY OF BMW; [MEMORIAL, CAMERA, STAIRS, FOOD] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES; [SHOP, BAR] ALEX SEGRE/ALAMY; [MURAL] BERLIN-ZEITGEIST/ALAMY. ILLUSTRATION TONWEN JONES

CULTURE

1
SPOTLIGHT ON: BERLIN

CREATIVE CAPITAL

2

This city remains
Europe’s epicentre of cool, with
its avant-garde art, a bohemian
vibe and buzz-worthy cuisine
THIS NOVEMBER 9

marks the 30th
anniversary of the
fall of the Berlin Wall,
the peaceful revolution
when repression gave
way to creativity, and
an influx of artists
and activists gave the
city its cutting-edge
feel. And while Berlin
continues to reinvent
itself, there’s no better
time to visit.
Berliners will celebrate
the reunification of
East and West with
exhibitions and
open-air concerts, as
well as guided tours for
visitors. But you can
reflect year-round at
historic sites like the
East Side Gallery,
which is the longest
surviving section of the
Wall and now covered
in murals by 118 artists
from 21 countries.
Find more murals
at the Museum for
Urban Contemporary
Art, the world’s first
museum dedicated
entirely to street art—
complete with asphalt
walkways to bring
the street indoors.
There are more than

170 other museums to
choose from, including
Museum Island, an
ensemble of five worldclass collections, plus
smaller institutions,
like the Stasi Museum in
the former headquarters
of the East German
secret police.
Or visit a living
museum by wandering
Prenzlauer Berg,
once the hub of East
Berlin’s counterculture.
Now restored to its
former glory, this
neighbourhood houses
more than 300 buildings
that were spared by
the Second World War
bombings and are
protected as historic
monuments.
Beyond the culture
(and pulsating techno
clubs), Berlin is also
a foodie city at heart,
named—once again—
Germany’s gourmet
capital by Michelin.
Newly starred is Golvet,
which serves classically
French cuisine with
American accents—or, as
the restaurant playfully
puts it, it’s where scallop
meets peanut butter.
–Vawn Himmelsbach

people-watching
once had a
different meaning
in berlin

3

4

5

1. Seeing both sides at the Berlin Wall Memorial. 2. One of
Prenzlauer Berg’s stylish shops. 3. A button camera from
the Stasi Museum collection. 4. Pausing at a trendy bar in
Prenzlauer Berg. 5. Artist Ben Eine’s colourful staircase at the
Museum for Urban Contemporary Art. 6. A mural by Thierry
Noir at the East Side Gallery. 7. Chef Björn Swanson’s scallop
carpaccio (with rhubarb, not peanut butter) at Golvet.

6

7
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ON A ROLL
Has LG just
reinvented the
TV? It sure looks
that way. Earlier
this year, the
Korean electronics
giant unveiled
what it calls the
world’s first
roll-up television,
the OLED TV R .
Its 65-inch screen
(in 4k, naturally)
unfurls from a
rectangular metal
base. Switch
between multiple
screen heights
at the touch of a
button—or stow
the monitor
altogether. As of
press time, LG
hadn’t released a
price, but analysts
expect it could
cost upwards
of $10,000.
–Andrew Raven

OFF THE BEATEN PATH

family secret
You’ve probably heard of the beaches of Phuket or Phi Phi.
But the west coast of Koh Lanta is an even better choice for family travel
to Thailand. Here’s what makes it so special. –Arden Jobling

1

2

3

THE BEACHES
ARE GLORIOUS

…BUT THERE’S
MORE THAN JUST
BEACHES

…AND THE HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT
PICKS ABOUND

If you arrived via ferry,
you might have glimpsed
Saladan, a village at the
northern end of the island
with plenty of shopping
and a great night
market on Wednesdays.
If natural beauty is a
draw, plan a visit to
Mu Koh Lanta National
Park or hike to the
Khlong Chak waterfall.

Between Klong Dao at
the northern tip and
Bamboo Beach in the south,
you’ll have your choice of
accommodation, whether
an exclusive five-star resort
or a bungalow with a play park
outside. Have picky eaters?
Even this far-flung island
is littered with restaurants
serving everything from
pad thai to pizza.

Shallow waters make
Klong Dao Beach a haven
for parents and kids alike.
Walk the 3.5-kilometre
stretch of sand and
you’ll bump into family
after European family
dipping their toes in the
crystal-clear Andaman Sea.
This means there’s
no shortage of social life
—think tons of new
kid and couple friends.
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Stay on the
beach until
dusk to watch
the sunset
over the sea

ASK AN EXPERT

SHOP
TALK

CAA auto expert
Michael Schmidt
answers your questions

Q

We drive a 2006 Mazda 3
around town in the
summer. We recently
noticed a sulphur smell
in the car when driving.
What can we do about it?
Bruce Campbell
A: Sulphur (or rotten-egg)
smells are usually due to
the small amount of sulphur
present in fuel. Normally,
the car’s catalytic converter
will convert this sulphur into
odourless sulphur dioxide.
When it’s not functioning
properly, though, the sulphur is
not converted, resulting in the
smell. Unfortunately, you can’t
repair a converter, and it will
need to be replaced.
Two other issues that could
cause the smell are an engine
running too hot or a broken
fuel-pressure regulator, both of
which should be diagnosed by
a professional technician.

SEND YOUR CAR QUESTIONS TO
caamagazine@contentlabs.ca
DID YOU
KNOW?
CAA Members always save
on CAA Auto Insurance.
Find out more about great
coverage, service and rates
at caaneo.on.ca/insurance/
automobile-insurance.
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Front Row Seats
at Niagara’s
Boutique Hotel

ONE-NIGHT CASINO PACKAGE
From Just

74

$

*

Includes: Accommodation, Breakfast
and a $25 Casino Voucher *per person dbl. occ.

Niagara’s Boutique Hotel is only steps from the Falls. Quality Inn Fallsview Cascade is next to
the famous Skylon Tower and across from Fallsview Casino. Featuring luxurious designer
guest rooms and lavish bathrooms. Plus select awesome Fallsview rooms.
Two-Night Super Dining Package from just $189* per person/dbl.occ. Includes 2 nights
accommodations, 2 full breakfasts and 2 delicious dinners. One dinner is high atop the Skylon
Revolving Dining Room overlooking the Falls and the other superb dinner is at Coco’s Steakhouse.
Two-Night Top Attractions Package from only $189* per person/dbl.occ.
Includes many of Niagara’s favourite attractions and superb accommodations.

Niagara’s Best Value Packages! Call today for the best deals in town!

1-800-663-3301

qualityhotelfallsview.com
Or Contact CAA at 1-800-992-8143
*Rates per person double occupancy. Prices valid Sun to Thurs. Holidays, weekends higher.
Taxes and fees extra. Free parking. Rates valid Sept 3rd to October 13th 2019. Also available child add-ons, whirlpool suites.
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FEAST FOR
THE EYES

Delight in dramatic scenery, idyllic
towns and a surprising art scene
in the Charlevoix region, a short
drive east from Quebec City

Drop your bags at BaieSt-Paul’s farmhouse-chic
Le Germain Charlevoix
Hotel & Spa (2) before
ambling into town for a
bistro lunch and local
brew at Le Mouton noir (1).
If the weather’s pleasant,
ask for a table on the cozy
riverside terrace.
When satisfied, explore
the boutiques—like fruitwine purveyor Cidrerie
et vergers Pedneault (7)
1

—and art galleries lining
St-Jean Baptiste Street
(8). Baie-St-Paul has one of
the highest concentrations
of galleries in Canada,
not to mention a sizable
contemporary art museum,
which boasts a broad
collection of modern works.
All that walking calls for
some time in the thermal
pools at Le Germain’s
Nordic spa, where the au
naturel ambience comes
complete with grazing cattle
and mountain scenery.

2

DAY 2

It may be a bit early for the
bonbons at Fraîcheurs et
saveurs (3), but adjoining
café Arômes et saveurs is
a perfect spot for a morning
latte and a made-fresh
waffle. Grab a few pastries
to go; you’ll appreciate the
extra fuel while hiking in

sweeten the
deal with
chocolates,
fudge and
much more

WHEN TO GO Outdoor adventures are abundant through the end of September.
Post-Thanksgiving, the region is quieter, though still very welcoming.
WHERE TO STAY Say oui to a pampering stay in an estate-like setting at
Fairmont Le Manoir Richelieu.
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DAY 1

CRAIG MOY

DAN BRANSFIELD

4

5

6

Grands-Jardins National
Park (4), a distinctively
rugged landscape formed in
part by a meteorite impact
360 million years ago.
From there, hit the road
to discover Charlevoix’s
terroir at its many farms
and food producers,
including sustainable
cheesemaker Laiterie
Charlevoix (5), foiegras specialist La Ferme
Basque and mushroom
grower Champignons
Charlevoix. Checking out
the latter brings you close
to the town of La Malbaie.
Book a table here at Vices
versa for contemporary
Québécois fare, then settle
in for the night at the
château-esque Fairmont
Le Manoir Richelieu.

DAY 3

Tee off your day at one of
Le Manoir Richelieu’s three
nine-hole golf courses.
They’re perched 300 metres
above the St. Lawrence;
no matter where your ball
lies, the mighty river is
almost always in view.
Keep your eyes peeled
for beluga whales, which
have been known to frolic
offshore. After the last
hole, head into town for
the Pains d’exclamation
bakery’s eggy quiche
before visiting the
Charlevoix Museum (6),
a modest but edifying
institution where you’ll
gain an even greater
appreciation for the region’s
history and people.

taste the
terroir
in cheeses
made with
local milk

7

8
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test
drive

MATTHEW GUY

happy
medium

More mid-size pickup trucks are
coming to market

S

OMETIMES YOU DON’T NEED to go to a
big-box store when a smaller one will
do just fine. It’s a growing trend in the
pickup-truck market, too.
Manufacturers have crafted mid-size machines
that can tow several tons or haul gear in their
open beds without overly punishing owners at
the gas pump or being hard to park. Here are three
options that are getting attention from truck fans.

FORD RANGER
This nameplate truck is back in the modern era
with a turbocharged four-cylinder engine. This
time around, the Ranger is packed with fresh
tech like adaptive cruise control, which is part of
an optional technology package. When put to
work, a properly equipped Ranger can haul
3,400 kilograms. In Canada, the 2019 Ranger
is offered only in four-wheel drive.

FORD
RANGER
PRICED FROM

$31,069
ENGINE / POWER

2.3-litre
turbocharged I4/
270 hp,
310 lb-ft of torque

JEEP
GLADIATOR
PRICED FROM

$45,495

JEEP GLADIATOR

ENGINE / POWER

3.6-litre V6/
285 hp,
260 lb-ft of torque
•
3.0-litre diesel V6/
260 hp,
442 lb-ft of torque

More than a Wrangler with a bed attached, the
Gladiator utilizes a robust frame that stretches a full
75 centimetres longer than a four-door Wrangler.
In true Jeep form, it has the off-road abilities
of a mountain goat, especially in Rubicon trim.
For maximum fun, go ahead and remove the roof,
take off the doors and fold down the windshield.
And, yes, you can get a manual transmission.

CHEVY
COLORADO
PRICED FROM

CHEVY COLORADO
Offered in a wide array of configurations,
from the two-wheel-drive base trim to macho
off-road models, the Colorado can fit many
different budgets. Popular four-door Crew Cab
4×4s include a 308-horsepower V6 engine, but a
torque-y diesel is also available. The mighty ZR2
trim deploys technology developed for Formula
One cars in its suspension dampers, allowing
off-roaders to explore with ease.
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ENGINE / POWER

2.5-litre I4/
200 hp,
191 lb-ft of torque
•
3.6-litre V6/
308 hp,
275 lb-ft of torque
•
2.8-litre diesel I4/
181 hp,
369 lb-ft of torque

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

$27,000

ONE SIZE FITS ONE.
Hood Protector

Side Window Deflectors

FloorLiner™

Roll Up Truck Bed Cover

TechLiner®

No-Drill MudFlaps

At WeatherTech® we don’t believe in one size fits all. That’s why we
design and engineer our products specifically for your vehicle, ensuring
a perfect fit and the ultimate in protection. From the interior to the
exterior, nothing protects like WeatherTech®. For the full line of car,
truck, SUV and even home or office products, visit WeatherTech.ca.

888.905.6287 | WeatherTech.ca

The safest way
to feed your pet.
What makes us different?
The PetComfort® Non-Toxic Feeding System
uses only USA made, human food grade stainless
steel in our radiation free, mercury free, BPA free
and lead free bowls. Which makes PetComfort®
the only stainless steel pet bowl in the market
to earn NSF certification. Our feeding system
is designed with your pet’s health, comfort and
safety in mind, so when it comes to quality - we
never compromise.

Single and double feeding systems.
Available in 8 sizes and 10 colours.

PetComfort.ca | 888.905.6287

NSF CERTIFIED

this
vs.
that

LAUREN JEROME

WAKE-UP CALL

Switch up your morning routine with
alternatives to the traditional alarm clock.
We tested two models to see which one
left us the most bright-eyed.

Choose from
20 levels
of brightness

VS.
The alarm’s
vibrations WAKE
even the most
stubborn sleeper

SmartShaker 2
$37.49

Suited for heavy sleepers and the hearing impaired, the
SmartShaker uses vibrations to get you up, without waking
the person next to you (in theory). Simply download the app and
connect the palm-sized disc to your smartphone via Bluetooth.
Pick from three vibration levels and sounds (if you want them),
ranging from beeps to birds to an air horn. Then place it under
your pillow and tuck yourself into bed. If you sleep through
regular alarms, this may be for you. But it will also likely wake
the person next to you; even on vibrate-only, silent it is not.
PRICE.

FEATURES

EASE OF USE

DESIGN

Philips

Wake-Up Light
$158.64

The futuristic sphere perches on your bedside table like a
moon that displays the time. Choose from five sounds to
wake up to (we liked waves with seagulls in the distance),
then set the volume and brightness levels. Thirty minutes
before your wake-up time, the globe begins to glow, first
with a low, red hue. It brightens steadily, mimicking the
sunrise. The sounds also start in, ever so softly, slowly
rising in volume. Finally, in full sun mode, you are awake,
the birds are chirping, and it is a lovely start to the day.
PRICE

FEATURES

EASE OF USE

DESIGN

SHOPPING TIP There is a wide range of light-therapy alarm price tags, starting under $50. Research all the different bells and
whistles—such as light intensity, sounds or USB-charging options—to find the right fit for you.
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iLuv

SPECIAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

T

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
WITH KIDNEY CAR
Donate your old vehicle and help
Canadians living with kidney disease

HERE ARE SO MANY

reasons why Kidney
Car is Canada’s choice
for car donation.
Advocating for quality
healthcare, an enriched lifestyle
and crucial financial support,
Kidney Car is a driving force
in supporting The Kidney
Foundation’s goal of helping
those living with kidney
disease through research,
programs and resources.
To date, The Kidney
Foundation has invested
more than $123 million in
groundbreaking research.
Last year alone, they provided
more than $460,000 in
last-resort emergency financial
assistance. They’ve raised
more than $200,000 in camp
subsidies across the country,
helping kids and families
who otherwise wouldn’t
be able to go away due to
their dialysis needs. Kidney
Car also helps fund a
wealth of resources for
Canadians—15,000 have

assessed their risk of kidney
disease at kidney.ca/risk,
and over 146,000 have visited
kidneycommunitykitchen.ca
for education on a healthy
renal diet.
Your unwanted car has
a higher calling. When you
make your car a Kidney Car,
you are improving the lives
of those living with kidney
disease. If you’ve got a vehicle
that’s ready to donate,
Kidney Car will tow your old
vehicle for free within 48 hours.
Any car can be a Kidney Car,
and you’re guaranteed a
minimum tax receipt of
$300, though many vehicles
qualify for even more. Best
of all, it’s a donation you can
feel good about.
For more
information,
go to

kidneycar.ca
today.
Not available in all geographical locations.

Fairmont Southampton, Bermuda

From Whistler to Toronto, Seattle to Bermuda,
make your getaway even more enjoyable by
taking advantage of this exclusive offer, valid
at participating Fairmont hotels.
UP TO

RECEIVE A

35

50 DINING CREDIT

% AND $
OFF

*

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE VISIT FAIRMONT.COM/
CAAOFFER, CALL 1 877 256 7700 OR CONTACT YOUR
CAA TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL AT 1 800 992 8143.
(PLEASE USE PROMOTION CODE PAAH)

11:08AM
The moment your only
to-do was choosing
between beach and spa.
14099_Accor-FHR-CAA-040319_FA3.indd 1

*Offers valid on stays until December 31, 2019, unless otherwise noted. Based
on double occupancy in a Fairmont room and subject to availability at time of
reservation at participating locations. CAA Membership card must be presented
at time of check-in. Gratuities and taxes extra. Some exceptions apply. Minimum
two-night consecutive stay required unless otherwise noted. The $50 dining credit
will be applied in the currency of the host hotel, and will be applied at the time
of checkout against select food and/or beverage charges applied to the room
portfolio. For full terms and conditions, please visit fairmont.com/caaoffer
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STACY LEE KONG

home
Drapes
and area
rugs can
both help
prevent
heat loss
on chillier
days

HAPPY FEET

THE PROS AND CONS
OF UNDER-FLOOR
HEATING
It might sound like
a luxury, but there
are practical reasons
to install under-floor
heating, too. Here’s
what to consider:

house warming

Five quick and easy ways to keep your home toasty this fall

W

HILE THERE’S PLENTY TO LOVE

about colder weather, it’s
never fun being uncomfortably
cool at home. Luckily, there are some
easy things you can do so that you don’t
have to pile on the sweaters every time
there’s a cold snap.
Start by making an appointment with
a furnace technician, who can make sure
yours is in good working order. It may
even be worth scheduling a full energy
audit, which looks at drafts and insulation
in addition to checking out your home’s
mechanical equipment, all at a cost of
around $400. The auditor will be able to
recommend ways to keep heat in, from
caulking and sealing door and window
frames to installing weatherstripping or
bulking up the insulation in your attic.
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Then, install a smart thermostat that
you can set to warm your home based
on your activities. Aim for 16°C if you’re
out or sleeping, 18°C if you’re at home
and active (for example, cooking or doing
housework), and 21°C if you’re relaxing
(i.e., watching Netflix). Some devices will
even learn your daily routine and adjust
automatically for maximum convenience.
Finally, for an infusion of style and
warmth, hang heavy drapes, which will
help keep heat from escaping through
your windows, or add a cozy area rug or
two to your space for insulation, keeping
your toes toasty and preventing heat
loss. If you’re up for a bigger project,
consider installing under-floor heating,
also known as radiant heating. Now you
can look forward to that first frost.

CONS

It’s a major reno
—and one that’s
probably best left to
a pro, unless you’re a
very seasoned DIYer.
•
Though you’ll likely
see long-term
savings, the cost
of installation and
materials can run
between $15 and
$25 per square foot.
Consider radiant heating if you’re
already renovating, since it requires
a new floor on top

PHOTOGRAPHY [ROOM] ALEKSANDAR NOVOSELSKI/STOCKSY UNITED; [FLOOR] ADVENTTR/GETTY IMAGES

PROS

Radiant systems
are more energy
efficient than
baseboard heating
and most forced-air
systems, so you can
run them at a lower
temperature and still
feel plenty warm.
•
This type of heating
is ideal if you have
allergies, since
allergens aren’t being
circulated in the air.
•
It can run off a
variety of energy
sources, so it can
be installed in
most homes.

You’re looking at your
new home, thinking “It’s perfect.”
Because it is.

Introducing: Dulux Perfect Palette
A collection of 100 versatile colours that
work perfectly together throughout your home.
Now, that’s a better way to pick colours.

With a CAA Membership, get 25% off any Dulux manufactured product,
plus earn 3% in CAA Dollars® when you swipe your CAA card at your
Dulux Paints store. Visit Dulux.ca/CAA for more details.
© 2019 PPG Industries Inc.

QUICKER. BET TER. SMARTER.

Q A

ANDREW RAVEN

FULL ON

Approaching 60, legendary
singer-songwriter Bryan Adams
has another hit album on his hands

for taking a breather. During a
four-decade career, the iconic softrocker has sold over 65 million albums, won
19 Juno awards and one Grammy, and even
penned a hit musical. But the 59-year-old
remains just as focused on churning out the
hits. Adams recently released his 14th studio
album, Shine a Light, which premiered at
number one on the Billboard Canada chart.
We chatted with Adams about the record,
his life on the road and his side job as an
award-winning photographer.
CAA What was the inspiration for
Shine a Light?
BA The title song was inspired by my
mum and dad being in hospital last
summer. I thought I was going to lose
them both, so it was my tribute to them.
CAA You co-wrote the track with Ed
Sheeran, and I read that you were never
in the same room. True?
BA True, it was all written over email and
FaceTime. That’s the way of the world.

Touring is part of
my life and the lives
of about 40 people who
work with me. It’s like
having a little circus.
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CAA Your photography has appeared
in Vanity Fair as well as galleries in
London. How does photography compare
to making music?
BA It’s like anything: if you want to be
serious about it, you have to put the time
in. Both require a team to do it right. With
photos, there are assistants and stylists. In
music, there are producers and musicians.
CAA You and long-time collaborator
Jim Vallance wrote the music and lyrics
for the Broadway hit Pretty Woman:
The Musical. What was that like?
BA It could be the most challenging
thing I’ve done musically in a very long
time. It was a process of constantly dealing
with changes, plus in Broadway, it’s not
about metaphor, it’s all about following the
narrative of a story. In other words, don’t
allude to what is happening, say exactly
what is happening!
CAA You’ve been on tour every year for at
least the last decade. You’ll be turning 60 in
November; any desire to slow down a little?
BA Touring is part of my life and the lives
of about 40 people who work with me.
It’s like having a little circus. No need to
stop just yet.

MUSIC MAN

Adams is on tour
now to promote
Shine a Light, his
14th studio album

WHO

Bryan Adams
CLAIM TO FAME

Juno- and
Grammy-winning
musician
HOMETOWN

Kingston, Ont.
DREAM
DESTINATION

The Canadian
Arctic
THREE THINGS
HE WON’T
TRAVEL WITHOUT

His phone,
earplugs and an
eye mask
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Y

OU COULD FORGIVE Bryan Adams

You like being prepared.
CAA has a new way to help be prepared for unexpected financial costs.

As a CAA Member, you already know the value of being proactive.
But if something were to happen to you, would your family be able to handle
the financial responsibilities that would fall to them in your absence?
CAA Term Life Insurance is a simple and affordable option to provide
protection that can help your loved ones continue to live in the family home,
pay for a child’s education, maintain monthly living expenses and more. It’s
available in various terms and up to $1 million in coverage to fit your needs.

It pays to be prepared.
caalifeandhealth.ca
1-888-334-4561

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2019 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.

Rewards

CAA MEMBERS
SAVE MORE
Save up to 10% at Hyatt
hotels and resorts
worldwide.

Andaz Ottawa Byward Market

You deserve an excellent travel experience no
matter where your travels take you. That’s why
Hyatt offers a variety of hotels and resorts, each
with distinctive design, extraordinary service, free
wi-fi and award-winning dining options to exceed your
expectations. As a CAA member, Hyatt can take you
more places than ever before. With an exceptional
global loyalty program, World of Hyatt provides
exclusive benefits and services at Hyatt hotels
worldwide, including free breakfast at participating
Hyatt Place hotels.
Book now at hyatt.com/CAA, visit your CAA travel
professional or call 866-816-3871 to enjoy up to
10% savings off the Hyatt daily rate at participating
Hyatt hotels and resorts worldwide.
Register now at world.hyatt.com to join World of Hyatt
and start enjoying exclusive benefits and free nights at any

Grand Hyatt Baha Mar

Hyatt worldwide.

Discount only valid for CAA members at participating Hyatt hotels. Member may apply discount to a maximum of 2 guest rooms per night. Free Breakfast at Hyatt Place for World of Hyatt
members may not be available outside of the United States. Member must request /CAA rate and present a valid CAA membership card at time of check-in. CAA rate reflects up to 10%
discount off the Hyatt Daily Rate. Limited number of standard rooms are available. Must join World of Hyatt program and book an eligible rate to receive free breakfast benefit. ©2019 Hyatt
Corporation. All rights reserved.

MULTI-GENERATIONAL TRAVEL

PHOTOGRAPHY ROB AND JULIA CAMPBELL/STOCKSY UNITED

Turn the page
to find out what
makes a great
multi-generational
beach vacation

A ll Together Now

MORE CANADIANS ARE PLANNING TRIPS THAT INCLUDE
KIDS, GRANDPARENTS, AUNTS, UNCLES AND PACKS OF COUSINS.

.

IF THAT SOUNDS LIKE FUN, HERE ARE FOUR DESTINATION IDEAS TO
.
GET YOU STARTED, ALONG WITH EXPERT ADVICE AND FIRST-HAND TIPS FROM WRITERS
WHO SET OFF WITH THE WHOLE FAMILY IN TOW—AND CAME BACK HAPPY.
FALL 2019
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MULTI-GENERATIONAL TRAVEL
2

FOR

SOME TIME
IN THE SUN

Sayulita
Mexico

WHAT WE DID
My family rented two
neighbouring houses at the
top of a steep hill in Sayulita,
a beach town about an hour
north of Puerto Vallarta.
There were 15 of us—10 adults
and five kids—ranging from
five months to 71 years old.
We did a big grocery shop
at the beginning of the week,
with the plan to eat at home
for breakfast and dinner, and
leave lunch open to try the
taco stands in town. We also
rented kid gear from Baby
Vallarta, like life jackets,
a portable crib and pool
toys, which were dropped
off and picked up from our
rental houses for about
$200 USD for the week.
During the day, we’d hang
out on the beach, explore
the town or shop at the
craft market. There wasn’t
an expectation to do
everything as a group,
which allowed flexibility
for naps and let people do
age-restricted things like
scuba diving or surf lessons.

more
beachy
ideas
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1

WHAT WE LEARNED
Sayulita was a perfect
choice for our range of
ages and interests: it’s
very tourist friendly, with
great beaches and food,
and menus often included
English translations, so
it felt easy to navigate.
When we looked at house
rentals, a pool was our
top must-have, along
with a common area big
enough so we could all
hang out. The two
3
we chose, which
totalled about
$5,200 USD for
the week, were
less expensive
than other
rentals in

Costa Rica often gets overlooked, Stewart
says, but both the interior and the coast
are great destinations with a range of rental
homes, resorts and exciting activities.

the area that we found
online. What we didn’t
factor in was that the steep
hill leading to our houses
was a challenge for the
oldest and youngest in our
group. Still, we had a few
options: heading out on
foot, by cab or in the six-seat
golf cart we’d rented for
$50 USD a day from a local
company recommended by
the home-rental agency.
Our housing choices were
limited by our group size,
which is why we ended
up getting two.
If we were to do
it again, we’d try
to find a place
with laundry and
a dishwasher.

1. A hillside house might
have amazing views—but
also lots of stairs. 2. Ask
if your rental house has
board games (lots do!)
so you don’t have to pack
your own little pieces.
3. An easy-to-drive
golf cart is a fun way to
cruise around Sayulita’s
narrow streets.

Expert tip
For a beach trip
during the high
season, early
January is a good
bet. “Pricing is down
just after New Year’s,
but hasn’t gone
up yet for reading
week,” says Heather
Stewart, manager of
group and corporate
travel sales at
CAA Travel Services
in Ottawa.
Many all-inclusive
beach resorts have
more availability in
April and May.
Above all, avoid
holidays if you can.

Dominican Republic is a popular option
with good prices, according to Stewart, and
resorts in Punta Cana offer everything from
bungalows to family rooms and suites.
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BY CLAIRE COOPER

1. We loved the big deck
facing the lake; what you
can’t see are the steep
stairs down to the water.
2. The cousins spent most
of our stay on the dock.

FOR

THAT CANADIAN
COTTAGE LIFE

2

1

1

Lac-Ste-Marie

Without
motorboats,
this lake
was perfectly
peaceful

Quebec
BY KARAN SMITH

WHAT WE DID
We found a log cottage
near Lac-Ste-Marie, Que.,
through a Facebook listing.
My sister and nephew flew
from British Columbia to
Ottawa. Then we loaded
up our car with coolers,
car seats and swimming
noodles, and drove the
90 minutes to the property.
We got a bit of a deal—it
cost less than $1,000 for
the week—but most rentals
in the area run between
$1,000 and $1,400.
We quickly settled in
for a week of cottage life:
sleeping in, spending
hours on the dock, picking
wildflowers in the fields

more
cottage
ideas

for the table and eating
lunches together on a patio
overlooking the lake.
Without a packed
sightseeing to-do list,
we found time to catch
up, whether over drying
dishes or vying to not
go bankrupt in a game
of Monopoly.

WHAT WE LEARNED
Cottage rentals are a
natural fit for holidays
with the whole family,
and Lac-Ste-Marie is
particularly nice because
it’s close to both Ottawa
and Montreal. The area also
has plenty of small towns
full of independent shops,

roadside vegetable stalls
and cheese producers.
Before renting, ask a lot
of questions: is the lake safe
for kids? Is it deep entry
or shallow? It might seem
obvious, but we’ve ended
up at other cottages where
the lakefront wasn’t even
suited to wading. With this
rental, we didn’t realize it
was perched on a cliff with
a zillion stairs down to the
water. Luckily, our kids
were old enough to manage
the stairs and listen to rules
about not going down to
the water without an adult.
And the lake itself was
deep, clean and quiet—no
motorized craft allowed.

Alberta’s Banff region—Canmore, Lake Louise and
Jasper—has plenty to offer for every age and energy level,
Clarke says, from horseback riding through the mountains
to scenic road trips and high tea at the Fairmont hotels.

Expert tip
“Find a location that
will check off all the
boxes for the family,”
says Ashley Clarke,
a CAA Travel
Planner in Oshawa,
Ont. “Renting a
house is always a
great way to travel
with your family.
Any trip involving
grandparents will be
a memorable one,
but also ask for their
input and suggestions.
You never know,
they may surprise
you with what they
want to do.”

Consider a cottage in Cavendish,
P.E.I., for farm country, beaches,
fishing villages and Anne of
Green Gables history.
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MULTI-GENERATIONAL TRAVEL
1. Older kids can
swim at Calabria’s
Capo Vaticano.
2. Explore villages
like Scilla, but know
that the oldest and
youngest might not
want to climb every
hill. 3. Even the cars
can be a novelty in
Europe. 4. Gelato
is the ultimate
kid-friendly Italian
experience.

FOR

A TASTE
OF EUROPE

Italy

2

BY KARAN SMITH

WHAT WE DID

More
culture-centric
ideas
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1

3

WHAT WE LEARNED
Italy is ideal for family travel even if
you don’t have relatives there. Its
cuisine is crowd-pleasing, from antipasti
and pizza to wine, and its history and
culture are embedded in the landscape.
So even if one member of your party
gets bored at the Sistine Chapel
(talking about you, my tween!), you still
get a taste of Rome just crossing the
sculpture-laden bridges or voting on
which gelato shop to hit next.
Renting a car is helpful for rural
retreats in Europe, but don’t get talked
into an upgrade. When we picked up ours
from the Avis counter at the Calabria
regional airport, we ended up with
a station wagon that felt like
driving a Hummer in the country’s
narrow streets and even smaller
parking spots. If you need more
room, it might be worth renting
two smaller cars; ours was about
$350 for the week.

In Greece , consider Athens
for its landmarks, and Crete
or Rhodes for the food and
beaches, Butler says.

Expert tip
When planning a
multi-generational trip
to Europe, think about
your family’s collective
dreams, but don’t
neglect the essentials,
says Krisanne Butler,
a CAA Travel Planner
in Charlottetown,
P.E.I. How many
bathrooms does your
group require? Any
accessibility needs?
“Concentrate on your
basic needs, and
make them part of the
planning process to
make sure your trip
best suits your family,”
she says. And don’t
overplan. “Remember,
it is a vacation.”

The U.K. is wonderful for families
seeking history and nature, especially
London and the South West of England,
with its green hills and high cliffs.
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It was more than
just Nana—there
were aunts, uncles,
cousins, a great
big brood reuniting
at the family home.
First, though, I
snuck in a side
trip to Venice and
Rome with my
husband and kids, because you don’t
have to do everything together.
Then all of us gathered in Calabria in
southern Italy, where there was space
for different plans. The kids and parents
played at the beach, while the aunts
and uncles chatted on the shaded patio
with the matriarch, Bisnonna Pepina.
Everyone met up again for great big
meals of tomato penne, soppressata and
homemade wine.
We stayed with family, but it’s easy
to find rental homes through companies
such as Airbnb and to take the train
between destinations by
booking tickets through
the ItaliaRail website.
There are also plenty of
tour companies offering
itineraries to fit any age
and activity level, like
4
Adventures by Disney,
which has week-long trips
starting at about $5,000 USD.

1. Parents and
grandparents might
enjoy getting in
touch with their inner
princess. 2. If not,
Disney World has an
abundance of golf and
shopping options.

FOR

A BIG
ATTRACTION

1

Disney World
BY LISA VAN DE GEYN

WHAT WE DID
Visiting the most magical place on
earth requires a keen dedication
to organization. I spent more time
planning our trip to Walt Disney World
Resort in Orlando than I spent planning
my wedding. No detail was disregarded;
no minute unaccounted for.
It started with accommodation.
I had my heart set on Disney’s Grand
Floridian Resort and Spa, the most
lavish of their on-site properties. But
with eight of us—my family of four,
including daughters aged seven and
five, three grandparents and one aunt
—a three-bedroom condo owned by
a friend 10 minutes from the parks
seemed like a more practical choice,
especially for $80 USD a night.
I rented two cars and sussed out the
closest grocery store for breakfast items
and snacks. In addition to reservations
for dinner with the girls’ favourite
princesses at Epcot’s Akershus Royal
Banquet Hall and FastPasses (which let
you visit popular rides at a specific time
and wait in a shorter line), I arranged

Another
THEME-PARK
idea

two rounds for the golfers at the Palm
course for about $90 USD per person.
The focus of our Disney adventure
was getting characters’ autographs,
and I made certain we all knew
we’d be waiting an hour for Sleeping
Beauty. We spent a full day at Disney’s
Hollywood Studios, two at Magic
Kingdom and one at Epcot.

WHAT WE LEARNED
We had a limited budget, so it was
a huge bonus when grandparents
were willing to contribute financially.
In our case, that meant picking up
some meals, snacks, souvenirs from
nearly every store we passed and
Memory Maker, Disney’s photo package,
so everyone could be in the pictures.
Travelling with the grandparents
helped with logistics, too. The kids’
grandfather excelled at waiting in
character lines while we darted to
get drinks and use restrooms, and
my mom jumped in—as I’d requested
—when I was down to my last nerve
with our little one.

Schedule
tee times
for a built-in
break from
the parks

2

Expert tips
“Disney lends itself really well
to multi-generational travel,
because there’s something for
everyone,” says Tracey Guay,
a CAA Travel Consultant in
Thorold, Ont., who specializes
in Disney trips. If someone in
your group doesn’t want to
visit the theme parks, there’s
plenty more to get them in
vacation mode, from golf courses
and spas to a huge outdoor
shopping area. The key is realistic
expectations. “Decide what kind
of trip you want. If your focus is
getting character autographs,
make sure everyone in the group
understands that,” she says.
And don’t be afraid to split up.
“Let the grandparents sit by
the pool while you carry on at the
park, then meet up for dinner,”
Guay adds. “It’s nice to want to
be together, but scheduling
a little time apart is okay.”

We didn’t hit Universal Orlando Resort on this trip, but the mega-popular complex has
several themed areas, including the Wizarding World of Harry Potter, that we’ll definitely
consider as the kids get old enough to imagine themselves at Hogwarts.
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MULTI-GENERATIONAL TRAVEL

PLANNING MAKES PERFECT
CAA TRAVEL SERVICES’ HEATHER STEWART ON
THE TOP FIVE QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ANSWER BEFORE
BOOKING A MULTI-GENERATIONAL TRIP
CLAIRE COOPER

1

2

3

4

5

How
big is your
group?

Who’s
travelling?

When
do you want
to go?

Where
do you want
to stay?

What’s
your
budget?

For a group trip,
we recommend
booking eight to
10 months ahead
of time, especially if
you want the same
flights. Cruises or
sun packages
could be booked as
early as 14 months
ahead, which might
give you what’s
known as an early
booking bonus—
I’ve seen savings
of almost $400 per
person for booking
by a certain date.

There are more
accommodation
options than
there used to be.
At CAA Travel,
we can book in
multiple systems
with multiple
wholesalers. We
even have access to
the Expedia agent
site and the home
rentals there.

We ask what
you want to spend,
the number of
people going and
what you want
to see—and help
you dream a little.
It’s important to
figure out your
must-haves and
be prepared to
compromise when
necessary so the
group can travel
together.

At CAA Travel,
we can put together
a group trip of
any size, but to get
group pricing
you typically need
10 adults. You
may get a benefit
such as free seat
selection or a
private group
transfer at your
destination with
a group of more
than 20. You can
also get a resort
bonus for a certain
number of people,
but that varies
by resort.

We always
start by getting a
general idea of who
will be travelling
to make sure you
get the right fit.
We want to find out
up front if there
are any allergies,
medical conditions
or mobility issues—
for example, if
someone needs to
be on ground level.
Some countries do
better with dietary
restrictions, and
many resort chains,
such as Dreams
and Hard Rock,
are very good with
allergies and have
been for years.
We also ask
questions to get
an idea of where
you’ve travelled
and if you have
particular interests
like culinary or
adventure activities.
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There’s also a better
choice when you
book in advance,
especially if you
want a particular
room category at
a resort or rooms
in a block on a
cruise ship.

In places like
Florida, there are
good options for
both short and long
stays, and lots of
homes with multiple
bedrooms. For a
beach destination,
some Zoëtry and
Hard Rock resort
locations offer villas
with their own
plunge pools or
suites with dining
areas and wellequipped mini-bars.

But we always
say no price is
guaranteed until
paid in full. Things
can fluctuate
right up until
the moment
you book.

CAA’s
Ultimate
Travel Guide

This is a special advertorial supplement
from CAA North & East Ontario

TRAVEL

S E A S O N E D T R A V E L L E R S K N O W that packing safe
and smart is the secret to having a great trip. The last thing you
want on vacation is to have your belongings or identity stolen.
That’s where the experts at CAA Travel can help! We have specially
designed luggage, bags and travel accessories in-store to make
your travel both safe and easy. Before your next trip, pick up these
must-haves available at your local CAA Travel store.

CAA MEMBERS SAVE 15%
ON LUGGAGE AND TRAVEL
ACCESSORIES AT CAA
TRAVEL STORES.*

Pack Like a Pro
RFID Blocking
TRAVELON RFID BLOCKING
FAMILY PASSPORT WALLET
CAA MEMBER PRICE: $23.75
NON-MEMBER PRICE: $27.95

Imagine the stress if your credit card information
was cloned and you had to organize replacements
far from home. It could ruin a vacation or seriously
disrupt a business trip. By carrying an affordable
Travelon RFID blocking wallet available at CAA
Travel stores, data skimming is one thing you will
never have to worry about.

Anti-Theft
Protect your belongings from pickpockets
and slash-and-grab thieves with Travelon
Anti-Theft bags available at CAA Travel
stores. These spacious bags feature
hidden compartments, chain link
construction, and locking zippers to help
you avoid theft.

TSA-APPROVED
LUGGAGE LOCK
CAA MEMBER PRICE:
$5.90 TO $22.05
NON-MEMBER PRICE:
$6.95 TO $25.95

TRAVELON UNISEX ANTI-THEFT
CLASSIC SLING BAG WITH INTERIOR
RFID BLOCKING CARD SLOTS
CAA MEMBER PRICE: $69.95
NON-MEMBER PRICE: $81.95

TSA-Approved Locks
Make sure your luggage is secured with a lock
that’s strong enough to deter thieves, but can
be opened by transportation authorities. TSA
approved locks are available at CAA Travel stores.

*Terms and conditions apply. All items are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/merchandise for more details.

CAA Insider’s Guide to

AmaWaterways

All Things

AmaWaterways!
A

river cruise is all about cultural
immersion, comfort and convenience.
Begin each day with breathtaking views
as you sail through urban centres or
along country riverbanks. Get up close
and personal to each destination and
enjoy locally inspired dining and activities
onboard and onshore. A smaller cruise
ship means a more intimate experience
on every sailing, and best of all, you only
need to unpack once!

tracing the Danube’s millennia-old history
visiting Budapest, Belgrade and Bratislava.

THE AMAVIOLA

Discover a treasure trove of timeless
attractions with AmaWaterways, an
award-winning leader in European river
cruises.

Select Your Sailing
Be charmed by storybook castles along the Rhine River; trace the
Danube’s millennia-old history visiting Budapest, Belgrade and
Bratislava, with all their cultural diversity… Or discover the exotic
allure of Southeast Asia’s Mekong River, or Africa’s animal-rich
Chobe River.

Not sure which new 2020 itinerary fits you best?

Find out here:

Treasures

OF THE MAIN & RHINE

Vineyards
from

$4443

*

OF THE RHINE & MOSELLE

+ CAA MEMBERS
SAVE MORE!

THERE ARE 165 CANALS IN AMSTERDAM .
Sail some of them on Treasures of the
Main & Rhine.

by soaring
high above the vineyards with a gondola
ride to the Niederwalddenkmal Statue, on
Vineyards of the Rhine & Moselle.
DRINK UP THE STUNNING VIEWS

from

$4443*

+ CAA MEMBERS
SAVE MORE!

If you love great art and
architecture or timeless
fairytales, then AmaWaterways’
remarkable new Treasures of the
Main & Rhine cruise is for you.
Be among the first to experience
the new AmaSiena while sailing
along two breathtaking rivers.
Toast with a glass of Kölsch
beer in view of Cologne’s Gothic
church spires. Wander through
Würzburg’s glittering Residenz
Palace and Lahnstein’s Lahneck
Castle, and discover the
inspiration for Walt Disney’s
Pinocchio in Rothenburg.

If nature, art, and history
inspire you, sail the Vineyards
of the Rhine & Moselle with
AmaWaterways. Taste wine
in Germany’s most iconic
vineyards where world-class
Riesling is produced. Experience
the enduring allure of the Rhine’s
castle-dotted shores and its
awe-inspiring tributary, the
Moselle River. Marvel at Mainz’s
beautiful Gothic church, with
its famous Chagall windows.
Visit Cologne’s grand Gothic
cathedral, and let history come
to life at both the Reichsburg
and Lahneck castles.

CRUISE LENGTH

CRUISE LENGTH

7 Nights

7 Nights

COUNTRIES

COUNTRIES

Germany, Netherlands

Netherlands, Germany, Luxembourg

RIVERS

RIVERS

Danube, Main, Rhine

Rhine, Moselle

More Inclusions
AmaWaterways offers exciting
opportunities to explore
fascinating destinations
while ashore, all of which
are included in your
cruise fare!

New AmaMagna
Sailings

Mind, Body, and Soul

— Special Interest Tours —
Designed to give you an authentic taste of the
local flavour through engaging activities like
pretzel baking in Germany, hunting for Black
Diamond truffles in France, and tasting sweet
apricot delicacies in Austria.

— Bike Tours —
Enjoy biking alongside enchanting riverside
pathways and in city centres on your journey.
Whether you feel like joining an exclusive
guided bike tour, or you want to go discover
on your own, the choice is yours.

Morning stretches, core
strengthening exercises and active
wellness walks are only a few ways
your expertly trained Wellness
Host helps you nourish your mind,
body and soul on a European river
cruise. While cruising the rivers of
Europe, you’ll enjoy group fitness
classes such as resistance-band
stretching, cardio and dance.
Join your Wellness Host on active
excursions or attend an informative
lecture about how you can better
incorporate wellness into your
everyday life. AmaWaterways will
help you mindfully achieve your
goals in engaging new ways so
you can make the most out of your
journey on board – and beyond.

Twice as wide as traditional
river ships, the newly launched
AmaMagna is already redefining
the river cruise experience on the
Danube River. In 2020, she will
expand her offerings, allowing
you to unwind in ultra-spacious
suites, dine in four unique
restaurants and get active in the
expansive Zen Wellness Studio
while sailing AmaWaterways’
Gems of Southeast Europe.
Follow the river further south to
the lower Danube and experience
the distinctive culture and natural
wonders of Hungary, Croatia,
Romania, Serbia and Bulgaria.
Or, enjoy the new Magna on
the Danube itinerary personally
curated by AmaWaterways’
Co-founder and President, Rudi
Schreiner, with exclusive new
experiences and ports rich in
culture and history.

— Hiking Tours —
Head off the beaten path and venture
out into nature for breathtaking views.
AmaWaterways has designed special guided
hikes for guests to enjoy.

— Choose Your Pace —
In many cases, you have the choice
of gentle, regular, and active tour paces.
There are even some options provided
for late risers.

Cruise News
AN ALL NEW SHIP SETS SAIL IN 2020! Making its debut next year, the
AmaSiena – sister-ship to the AmaMora – will set sail along the
legendary Rhine, the breathtaking Moselle, and the peaceful Main
rivers. The ship will be equipped with AmaWaterways’ view-enhancing
twin balconies, a sun-deck pool with swim-up bar, and The Chef’s
Table specialty restaurant, satisfying your every desire on board.

Staffed by 51 passionate crew members
78 well-appointed staterooms
10 sailings to choose from
Sails 3 rivers in Europe

Start Planning
Your Luxury River
Cruise Now

Set sail with award-winning
AmaWaterways.
For the best available staterooms
and your preferred departure dates,
visit a CAA Travel store or call
1-800-267-8713 to speak with a
CAA Travel Expert today.

EXCLUSIVE CAA MEMBER BENEFITS
ON ALL SAILINGS †
• Save $360 per stateroom
on sailings 13 nights or less
• Save $720 per stateroom
on sailings 14 nights or more
• Europe sailing welcome gift:
wine and chocolates
• Asia and Africa welcome gift:
$50 per stateroom onboard credit

More Ways to Relax
No matter where you sail with AmaWaterways, you’ll experience the luxury of included benefits. From elegantly
appointed river-view staterooms to exquisite locally-sourced cuisine with a selection of fine wine, beer and soft
drinks served during lunch and dinner on board, you’ll find luxury everywhere you turn.

FITNESS ROOM
Hit the treadmill or lift some
weights while cruising from one
destination to the next.

MASSAGE SERVICES

THE CHEF’S TABLE

After a marvelous day of immersive shore excursions, return to
the ship and treat yourself to a
bit of pampering with a soothing
massage.

Join a few of your fellow travellers
at The Chef’s Table and watch the
chef prepare a special, multi-course
meal right in front of you. The menu
here is unique, making this an
exclusive culinary experience.

STATEROOM AMENITIES
Enjoy complimentary WiFi,
Entertainment-On-Demand
programming, and bottled water
replenished daily.

Featured Recipe: French Onion Soup
MAKES FOUR SERVINGS.

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

Did you know that onion
soup has been savoured
throughout Europe since the
ancient Romans first began
creating this delectable dish?
The French then put their
own delicious spin on the
dish in the 18th century. While
travelling through Bordeaux,
be sure to experience this
true taste of France. Recreate the flavours once you’re
home with this special
recipe, brought to you by
AmaWaterways!

4 cups onions, finely sliced
1 garlic clove, minced
½ stick butter
1 sprig each fresh thyme and
marjoram
1/8 cup Cognac
1 cup white wine
2 cups beef stock
2 cups chicken stock
½ cup red wine
Salt and pepper to taste
French bread sliced
½ cup grated Gruyère cheese

Sauté onions and garlic in butter in an uncovered soup pot until onions
are nicely browned. Add thyme, marjoram, Cognac, white wine, beef and
chicken stock and bring to a boil. Reduce and simmer for 40 minutes until
onion flavor is well developed. Season to taste and add red wine. Serve
with French bread croutons and grated Gruyère cheese.

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy in a Category
E riverview stateroom with window. Price includes taxes, fees, and port expenses. Price
includes promotional savings of $300 per person, valid until November 30, 2019. Price
for Treasures of the Main & Rhine is based on July 15, 2020 embarkation date. Price for
Vineyards of the Rhine & Moselle is based on July 1, 2020 embarkation date. Stateroom
upgrades, land programs, airfares, and gratuities are additional. Price shown is accurate
at time of publishing. Pricing and availability are subject to change without notice. Visit
caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details. †Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers
are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Go ahead.
Take on the world.
We’ll take care of the rest.

Travel insurance from a company
you trust means you can travel with
peace of mind. CAA Travel Insurance
offers a variety of coverage options
that go beyond what’s offered
through credit card and group plans,
to help protect you and your loved
ones in unexpected situations.

Before you go

get CAA Travel Insurance.*
TRAVEL CONFIDENTLY WITH CAA!
•
•
•

Up to $5 million of coverage1
24/7 multilingual assistance 2
CAA Members save 10%! 3

Visit a CAA Travel store,
call 1-800-267-8713,
or visit caaneo.ca/travelinsurance.

*CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions, limitations and restrictions
apply. Subject to change without notice. A Medical Questionnaire may be required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days.
1. Up to $5 million CAD. Maximum $25,000 for all Emergency Medical Insurance benefits for Canadian residents without active Government
Health Insurance Plan (GHIP); and/or without GHIP authorization to cover trip days in excess of 212 days in Ontario in a 12-month period. 2.
CAA Assistance is provided by Active Care Management Inc. 3. Applies to CAA Members in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in full
by Membership expiry date). Ten percent (10%) savings applies to the total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies.
Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance. ® CAA trademarks are owned by, and use is authorized by, the
Canadian Automobile Association.

CAA, There for
your travels
Like having an expert in the family…
When you joined the Club, you gained access to one
of the largest member-based travel agencies in the
world. We take care of our Members just like family, so our services go
beyond just booking your vacation – we’re there for you before, during,
and even after your trip. We’ve travelled the world and want to share
our experiences with you, so drop by your local CAA Travel store, call
1-800-267-8713, or visit caaneo.ca to start planning your next adventure.

Get in touch with a travel expert From CAA!
Ottawa South

Ottawa East

North Bay

Thunder Bay

Travel Services

2446 Bank Street
613-736-9696

2026 Tenth Line Road
613-841-6441

955 McKeown Avenue
705-474-8230

585 Memorial Avenue
807-345-1261

Call Centre
1-800-267-8713

Ottawa West

Ottawa Centre

Sudbury

Parry Sound

Group Travel

5703 Hazeldean Road
613-836-7422

1331 Clyde Avenue
613-729-0707

2040 Algonquin Road
705-522-0000

1 Pine Drive
705-746-9305

Call Centre
1-855-402-4636

Before You Go!
VISIT CAA, YOUR ONE-STOP
SHOP FOR TRAVEL
PASSPORT PHOTOS – CAA
Members get exclusive discounts
on passport photos. Plus® and
Premier® CAA Members get one
free print set per year.

• Vacations

Hotels

From sun-soaked holidays in the
Caribbean to medieval tours in
Europe, CAA Travel is there to help
you plan your next vacation. Our
team of travel experts will save you
time and money, getting you access
to exclusive offers not available to the
general public. Enjoy stress-free
planning on guided or custom
trips, with a little help from CAA.

Not only will you be well-rested on
your next vacation, but you’ll be
happy you saved too! CAA Members
get exclusive offers with CAA
Preferred Hotel partners. Next time
you travel, save up to 15% on the
standard rate at Best Western.*

• Planes, Trains

Whether you’re planning a getaway
with a group of old friends or looking
to make some new ones, group
travel is the ticket you need. Explore
the world with like-minded travellers.
From weddings and family reunions,
to corporate conferences and private
tours – CAA Travel is your go-to
for planning the perfect group
getaway.

and Automobiles

How will you get to where you’re
going? Choose CAA Travel to book
your flights, car rentals, or rail tickets
and you’ll be sure to get the best
product at the ideal price. CAA
Members save up to 20% with
VIA Rail, and get exclusive
Member benefits with Enterprise,
National, and Alamo.*

• Group Travel

INTERNATIONAL DRIVING
PERMITS – Available exclusively
at CAA Travel, this special license
allows drivers to drive vehicles in
international destinations.
LUGGAGE AND TRAVEL
ACCESSORIES – Stock up on travel
necessities like luggage, RFID
wallets, Tilley® hats, and more.
CAA Members save 15% on
luggage and travel accessories
at CAA Travel stores.†
CAA TRAVEL INSURANCE – Protect
yourself against unexpected
mishaps with coverage benefits that
go beyond what’s offered on credit
card or group plans. CAA Members
save 10% on CAA Travel Insurance.‡

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject
to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca/neo for
more details. †Terms and conditions apply. Offer is only
available on luggage and travel accessories at CAA Travel
stores. Offer is subject to change without notice. ‡CAA
Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance
Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions, limitations
and restrictions apply. Subject to change without notice. A
Medical Questionnaire may be required to purchase travel
insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days. Applies to CAA
Members in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in
full by Membership expiry date). Ten percent (10%) savings
applies to the total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies. Subject to change without notice.
Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance.

Ride the Rails
Why we

Rocky Mountaineer

Rocky Mountaineer is so much more than just a train. It’s the key that unlocks
the hidden world of unparalleled beauty that is the Canadian Rockies. A luxurious
ride aboard the train’s glass-dome fleet is the only way to see the wild vistas of this
otherwise inaccessible terrain. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime trip that will truly move you.

10-Day Classic Rail Circle

9-Day Canadian Rockies Getaway Circle

FROM $5455 PER PERSON

FROM $7166 PER PERSON *

*

See the Canadian Rockies by rail. Experience two train
routes that carry you off on a sightseeing journey from
alpine-inspired Whistler to the wildlife-rich stomping
grounds of Jasper.

Watch dramatic vistas transform from lush fields, to
dense forest, to British Columbia’s desert-like interior
on a trip that fuses two unique rail routes into one
spectacular journey.

2 HOSTS | 1 CULINARY TEAM MEMBER | MEALS SERVED SEAT SIDE |

3-4 HOSTS | FULL CULINARY TEAM | MEALS SERVED IN PRIVATE DINING

OUTDOOR VIEWING BETWEEN CARS

ROOM | OUTDOOR VIEWING IN OPEN-AIR VESTIBULE

SELECT DATES

SELECT DATES

APRIL 23 - OCTOBER 1, 2020

APRIL 13 - OCTOBER 5, 2020

Exclusive CAA Benefits

DISCOVER WESTERN CANADA
Explore the great outdoors of Jasper.
Snap postcard-worthy photos at Lake
Louise. Or take in the breathtaking
vistas of Banff. From the
cosmopolitan city centres to the
heart of the snow-capped mountain
ranges, Rocky Mountaineer’s
rail routes offer you the most
jaw-dropping sights that Western
Canada has to offer.

Take your memories home! CAA
Members get up to $200 per person
in onboard merchandise credit to use
on souvenirs and mementos.†

Quesnel
Jasper
Lake Louise
or Banff

Whistler
Vancouver

Kamloops

CAA Travel Tip
Kayla Banks | CAA Travel Expert
CAA North Bay | 705-474-8230 x 2901
kbanks@caaneo.on.ca

“Curious to hear all the local tales? Rocky Mountaineer’s team of onboard
Hosts provide both stellar service and rich storytelling that highlights the
history of the region and complements each itinerary’s route through the
mountains. Just sit back, relax, and learn on-the-go.”

An Unforgettable
Journey
From exciting tours and excursions to
gourmet dining, see more and do more
with Rocky Mountaineer.
TOURS & EXCURSIONS: Continue your
adventures off the train with tours
and activities from gondola rides to
helicopter tours.
DINING: Enjoy delectable dining on
board, inspired by Western Canada’s
diverse culinary landscape.
HOTELS: Rocky Mountaineer travels

only by day, so you never miss a
mountain peak. Spend your nights in
comfort at carefully selected hotels.

SERVICE LEVELS: Customize your trip
How to book your next Journey…

Visit a CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy. Price shown for
10-Day Classic Rail Circle package is per person, based on SilverLeaf Service and an April 23, 2020
departure date. Price shown for Canadian Rockies Getaway Circle package is per person, based
on GoldLeaf Service and an April 13, 2020 departure date. Price includes taxes and fees. Airfare
is not included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing. Pricing and availability are subject to
change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details. †Terms and conditions apply.
Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

to your desire and choose between
perfect and more perfect with
Rocky Mountaineer’s SilverLeaf and
GoldLeaf Service levels.

7-Day Cruise to Alaska

FROM $1639*

Cruising Explorations
Why we

Holland America Line

Sail further with Holland America Line (HAL), the exceptional cruise
line that takes you to the world’s greatest landmarks and hidden gems
– in more than 425 ports of call! Immerse yourself in the culture, cuisine
and customs of exotic destinations on an EXC In-Depth™ Voyage. Or
experience more of everything on a Grand Voyage – longer journeys that
take cruisers from ancient villages to world capitals.
ALASKAN ADVENTURES
Few places in the world can match the rugged wilderness of Alaska.
Cruise there with the Alaska experts, Holland America Line, and get
close to glaciers, see the Yukon’s wild frontier, and spot incredible
wildlife in Denali National Park. Experience this iconic
destination aboard the cruise line’s unique midsized ship, designed to bring you closer to
Alaska’s natural wonders.

Exclusive CAA Benefits
Raise your glass to exclusive offers!
CAA Members get a $50 USD
beverage card per person and
dining package for the first two
guests in a stateroom.†

Go Further with HAL
Holland America Line’s Explorations
Central™ (EXC™) onboard programing
is designed to make your journey more
engaging, vivid and meaningful.
EXC GUIDES™: Gain insights about

everything from good manners and
simple, useful phrases to the best tours,
most popular sites and insider tips.

EXC ENCOUNTERS™: Delve into each

destination’s cultures with local
experts, artists and performers on
board.

EXC TALKS™: Informative EXC Talks
How to book your next Cruise…

Visit a CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy in an interior stateroom on Holland America
Line’s 7-Day Alaskan Inside Passage itinerary. Price includes taxes, fees, and port expenses. Price is based on May 20, 2020
departure date. Airfare is not included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing. Pricing and availability are subject to
change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details. †Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are
subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

help deepen your appreciation
of each new destination with the
kinds of tales that only locals know.

SHORE EXCURSIONS: Encounter
fascinating cultures, places and
people in a comfortable, authentic way.

The Good Life
Why we

Trafalgar

For more than 70 years, Trafalgar has helped travellers find and live the
good life – no matter where in the world their travels take them. With
guided vacations across all seven continents, their carefully crafted
trips and exclusive Be My Guest experiences showcase the world’s rich
diversity, with unique adventures for every traveller.
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 WAYS
Seven continents, more than 300 trips – and magic in every single one
of them. That’s Trafalgar’s commitment. From the glorious capitals of
Europe to the far-flung cultures of Africa and Asia, the world awaits – and
who better to discover it with than the world’s leading and award-winning
travel company?

CAA Travel Tips
Alex Boone | CAA Travel Expert
CAA Orleans | 613-841-6441 x 2504
aboone@caaneo.on.ca

“Plan to arrive early to your destination. Doing so allows you to unwind from your flight,
adjust to time zone changes and climate, and gives you the extra time to explore a
destination at your own pace, before joining a Trafalgar tour.”
How to book your next Journey…

Visit a CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Save $150 off per person on all new
Trafalgar Europe and Britain trips. Combinable with 10% Early Payment Discount on select trips and other brochure discounts. Full
payment must be applied by December 18, 2019 to take advantage of the Early Payment Discount. Not combinable with Costsaver,
custom groups or any other offers. Subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Exclusive CAA Benefits
Save on your next adventure
with CAA! CAA Members save
$150 per person and save an
additional 10% with the Early
Payment Discount.*

Exciting Ways to Explore
Trips tailored to your travel style provide
a personalized experience and let you
explore your way!
COUNTRY EXPLORER: Explore a single

country. With less distance to cover,
you’ll focus on exploring more of your
destination – from popular landmarks to
more hidden gems.

REGIONAL EXPLORER: For those who want
to get to know two or more countries,
these tours dive into the diversity of a
region. Connect to people, places and
experiences, with just the right amount of
cross-cultural immersion.
FAMILY EXPERIENCES: Perfect for families,

these tours offer the ideal mix of fun,
hands-on, and educational activities for
parents and children of all ages.

DISCOVERIES: When quantity is as important
as quality, these tours offer multiple cities in
a single trip. Explore different cultures, hear
distinctive languages, and try unique foods –
all in one go!

12-Day Journey to Ireland

FROM $3833*

Travelling in Style
Why we

Insight Vacations

Travel is much more than the journey. It’s connecting with places
and returning home with a piece of them in your heart. With Insight
Vacations, you’ll have access to rare and authentic experiences that
are unavailable to independent travellers. Get to know your destination
intimately with the premium escorted journey company’s incredible
activities, meaningful interactions, and expert local insights.
UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND
Discover thousands of years of history and explore
iconic landmarks from film and literature. Spend
the night in a magnificent castle, and marvel at
the charm and elegance of Britain and Ireland,
from cosmopolitan London to quaint Adare.

Exclusive CAA Benefits
Create magical memories! CAA
Members save $150 per person
and save an additional 10%
with the Early Payment Discount.†

5 Reasons to Choose
Insight Vacations
There are countless reasons to travel with
Insight Vacations, here are our top five:
INSIGHT EXPERIENCE: Connect with a
colourful cast of local characters, who
really know how to bring a destination
to life.
AUTHENTIC DINING: Sample and savour

your way through a destination at some
of the best restaurants that only those
in-the-know can take you to.
TRAVEL IN STYLE: Enjoy premium, luxury

How to book your next Journey…

Visit a CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

hotel accommodations that are handpicked, stylish, and well located.

SMALLER GROUP CAMARADERIE: With an
average of 33 guests per trip, you’ll make
as many good friends as great memories.
PASSIONATE TRAVEL DIRECTORS: They’ve

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy on Insight Vacations’ 12-Day
Country Roads of Ireland journey. Price is based on May 23, 2020 departure date. Price includes taxes, fees,
and Early Payment Discount of 10%. Airfare is not included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing.
Pricing and availability are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details.
†Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Save $150 off per person
on new bookings until December 18, 2019. Combinable with 10% Early Payment Discount on select trips and
other brochure discounts. Full payment must be applied by December 18, 2019 to take advantage of the Early
Payment Discount. Not combinable with custom groups or any other offers. Subject to availability and may be
withdrawn at any time. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

got experience on their side. Their
passion and local knowledge helps to
curate personalized travel experiences
on every journey.

Caribbean Cruising
Why we

Celebrity Cruises

Unforgettable destinations. Outstanding service. Culinary excellence.
Experience the hallmarks of a Celebrity Cruise and you’ll soon realize
what all the hype is about. Journey to all-time favourites or exotic locales
with all the comforts of home on Celebrity’s modern and luxurious ships,
designed with every convenience in mind. You get all the joys of travel,
with none of the hassles – from place, to place, to place…
ISLAND VIEWS
For a quick getaway or a two-week island-hopping adventure, a cruise to
the Caribbean leaves you renewed, refreshed, and restored. Little wonder
why: many of the world’s most beautiful beaches are located here. Sail
the crystal blue shades of the Caribbean and see its islands the way they
were meant to be seen, from the sea.

Exclusive CAA Benefits
Soak up exclusive offers to enrich
your onboard experience. CAA
Members get up to $75 USD per
stateroom onboard spending
credit on select sailings, and an
exclusive CAA Galley Tour.*

Sail Your Way
Explore three ways to travel
with Celebrity Cruises.
SAIL: No flourishes, just the sights.
Get the lowest available fare.
SAIL PLUS: Upgrade your sailing with

two free perks.

SAIL ALL INCLUDED: Splurge on your
journey. Get four free perks on your
sailing.

CAA Travel Tips

SPECIAL PERKS ONBOARD
CELEBRITY CRUISES

Tiffany Bertin | CAA Travel Expert
CAA Hunt Club | 613-736-9696 x 2627
tbertin@caaneo.on.ca

+ Classic beverage packages (Sail Plus)
+ Premium beverage package

“Canadian travellers love the Caribbean. Break up the cold winter months by seeing
multiple destinations on a single trip, with a cruise! This is one vacation you won’t want
to book last minute – book early for the fall and winter travel season to get your preferred
sailing and stateroom!”
How to book your next Cruise…

Visit a CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

(Sail All Included)
+ Unlimited WiFi
+ $150 per person to spend on board
+ Prepaid gratuities

CALL NOW TOLL-FREE

Step with confidence into a safer and more comfortable
bathing experience.
Designed for Seniors and for those with mobility issues
who want to enjoy a safe and relaxing bath again.

NEW

The Hybrid ™ Tub

Now you can shower or soak in
the walk-in tub as it gives you
the best of both worlds. **

For a free brochure or quote
* Oﬀer can’t be combined with other advertised oﬀers. Some conditions apply.
** Only available on new installations.

1-800-370-9398
www.MySafeStepTub.ca

TRAVEL WITH PETS

1

who
wouldn’t want
to bring this
face along?

Get your
trip vetted

2

Prep
your pet

Pet
Project

We get it: your pet is part of the family.
So of course you want them
to be part of your travels.
Here are seven things to do for
a successful trip.
STACY LEE KONG
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The most important
thing you can do is to
make sure they feel
safe and comfortable
in their crate or
carrier. Gradually
get your pet used to
the carrier by taking
them for regular
drives, then offer
high-value treats so
they have positive
associations with
it. You can also ask
your vet for an antianxiety supplement
if your pet is easily
stressed. But this
might not be enough
to reduce serious
anxiety, in which
case it’s best to leave
them at home.

3

Call before
check-in

Every airline has
different rules
around flying with
pets, so make sure
you run through
the full process—
from arriving at the
airport to picking
up your pet at your
destination—with
a customer service
representative
at least a month
in advance. “This
ensures you
understand what
the airline will
require and how
your pet will be
handled,” says Chris
Bell, a Manitoba
veterinarian and
CVMA council
member. Most
airlines only allow
cats or very small
dogs to travel in the
cabin; check the
airline website or ask
the representative
for the official policy.

PHOTOGRAPHY [SHAR-PEI] MOODBOARD/GETTY IMAGES; [PIG] DIGITAL ZOO/GETTY IMAGES; [CARRIERS] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE MANUFACTURERS

According to
Montreal veterinarian
Enid Stiles, smallanimal expert and
vice-president of the
Canadian Veterinary
Medical Association,
“some animals may
be too young, too
old or simply not
well enough to fly.”
So it’s best to make
an appointment
with your vet before
making travel plans.

If your pet is a farm animal,
venomous or not domesticated,
they’ll have to stay home

4

Follow
the rules
“Contact immigration
services and border
control for the
countries you
are going to and
returning to,” Stiles
says. “Many have
specific requirements,
such as vaccinations,
examinations and
parasitic control.”
Because regulations
can be very strict,
you may only want
to bring your pet
abroad on a monthslong sabbatical or
permanent move.

5

Put a
label on it
To avoid a scary
situation where
your pet is put on
the wrong plane,
Bell says you should
make sure your
pet’s crate is clearly
labelled with their
info, including
flight number and
destination. It’s also
important to doublecheck that the crate
itself is in excellent
working condition.

DOGGY BAGS

Three cool carriers to make your pet’s journey in the
plane cabin or the car a comfortable one

GOOD FOR…

Curious Cats
(and Dogs)

6

Buckle up
Restraining your
pet in the car is
non-negotiable.
“Pets should not
be allowed to walk
around freely in the
vehicle or interfere
with the driver,”
Bell says. Look for
carriers designed
to be secured with
existing seat belts.
If you have a large
dog, a pet-specific
travel harness is
also a good option.

7

Don’t mess
around
In addition to
food and water,
make sure you pack
paper towels, extra
blankets and
cleaning supplies.
“Some dogs and cats
get motion sickness
just like we do, and
no one, including
your pet, wants to
sit in something
smelly and wet,”
Stiles says.

The Texsens Innovative
Traveler Bubble Backpack
is a chic carrier that
comes in five colours
and can accommodate
up to a 15-pound cat
or 12-pound dog. It has
plenty of ventilation
holes, a built-in security
leash and a spherical
window so your pet
can enjoy the view.

GOOD FOR…

Treat Hounds
There’s a reason the
Sherpa Original Deluxe
Pet Carrier is a classic
carry-on: it has mesh
panels on three sides
for ample ventilation,
a top zipper for easy
access and two storage
pockets. (Because
you’ll need somewhere
to stash treats!)

GOOD FOR…

The Big Dogs
At more than $400, the
G1 Kennel isn’t cheap,
but it’s worth it if you and
your pup are adventurous
types who do lots of car
trips—especially if said
pup is on the larger side.
It’s the only pet travel
crate to get a five-star
rating from the American
Center for Pet Safety.
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Afford to Retire
in Elliot Lake
With one of the most affordable
and attractive retirement
lifestyles in Ontario, Elliot Lake
offers breathtaking scenery,
sunlit beaches, golf, hiking,
canoeing and an abundance of
arts and cultural pursuits.
All of this in a safe, clean,
friendly community where
you have plenty of choices
when it comes to where you
want to live.

COMPARE AND SAVE
1 bedroom apartments from $530/month
2 bedroom apartments from $600/month
3 bedroom townhomes from $700/month
2 bedroom homes from $785/month
3 bedroom homes from $885/month

Book Your Discovery Tour
One Free Night
at the Hampton Inn Elliot Lake and enjoy
a tour of the city and our properties.
(Second night $50.00 + taxes)

1.800.461.4663
retireelliotlake.com

LAS VEGAS
A WEEKEND IN

Downtown
Las Vegas

T

HERE’S NO QUESTION

—the Vegas Strip
has it all, from
its own Eiffel Tower and
pyramid to Venetian canals.
But there’s more to Sin City
than sprawling resorts,
neon-soaked boulevards and
over-the-top shows. Just a
few kilometres north of the
fabulous Strip, Downtown
Vegas—the area made famous
by gangsters and Rat Pack
A-listers—has evolved to
become a thriving cultural
centre, with innovative
venues, indie artists and
quirky eateries.

WHAT HAPPENS HERE…
IS SURPRISING, CREATIVE,
FLAVOURFUL—AND
IT WILL DEFINITELY
STAY WITH YOU
KELLIE DAVENPORT

Friday
CHECK INTO THE
OASIS AT GOLD SPIKE.
Billed as an upscale motel,
the chic property exudes retro
charm. Originally opened as a
gritty casino in the 1970s, today’s
Oasis at Gold Spike caters to
work-hard-play-hard 20-, 30and 40-somethings. Rooms feel
plush with a dash of industrial
design, while common areas
host a rotating roster of DJs
and bands. After unpacking, I
head to the property’s backyard
pool deck for a quick dip and
a round of giant Jenga.

PHOTOGRAPHY TKTK

WALK THROUGH VEGAS
HISTORY AT THE NEON MUSEUM.

An old sign for
the Stardust Hotel
lives on at the
Neon Museum

The best way to get a feel for
Downtown Vegas is to pay
homage to its past. The
six-acre boneyard of old
casino signs, billboards and
mascots forms a timeline of
Sin City’s infamous history.
The outdoor trail is lined
with hulking relics, from
the circa-1930 Green Shack
advert to a space-age Stardust
sign to the cartoonish Ugly
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Duckling Car Sales mascot.
Arrive with phone batteries
fully charged, as this place is
Instagram heaven.

REFUEL AT PARK ON FREMONT.
Located on one of the city’s
original thoroughfares,
this trendy eatery provides
sustenance with a side
of sarcasm. For peoplewatching, you can’t beat
the sidewalk patio facing
the flashy Fremont Street
Experience, but I request
a table in the leafy back
courtyard. With decor best
described as granny chic—
vintage lawn chairs, a wall
lined with mismatched
plates—the setting is cool
yet unpretentious. As I wait
for my food to arrive, I peek
around the plate wall to find
an adult-size see-saw—and
a helpful sign cautioning
against tipsy teeter-tottering.

PLACE YOUR BETS
AT EL CORTEZ.
Can’t find it? Just look
for the towering neon
“Gambling” sign on Fremont
Street. There’s something
oddly refreshing about
the gimmick-free, tell-itlike-it-is signage. Once
owned by gangsters Bugsy
Siegel and Meyer Lansky,
El Cortez maintains an
authentic vintage vibe. In
gambling dollars, revenue
at downtown casinos like
El Cortez continues to rise,
while their counterparts on
the Strip are cooling off.
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GET A NIGHTCAP
AT A SPEAKEASY.
Laundry Room is a tiny
hidden space in the back of
the larger Commonwealth
bar. Seating just 23 patrons,
the former laundry facility
of El Cortez has been reborn
as a not-so-secret boozer.
With gilded men’s-club
decor, the room is a genuine
throwback. While the
drinks menu is impressive,
bartenders actually prefer to
pour you a custom cocktail
based on your preferences.
For a reservation, you’ll have
to send a modern-day text.

Saturday
GRAB BREAKFAST TO GO
FROM DONUT BAR.
Make like Homer Simpson
and stop in for a doughnut and
coffee. In fact, the big yellow
guy is revered as a god
here, celebrated in artwork
throughout the quirky shop.
With so many confections
on offer—think homemade
Pop-Tarts and unicorn
doughnuts—it’s tough to

choose. I opt for a somewhat
simple but totally scrumptious
maple bourbon.

VISIT ZAPPOS HQ.
Just a decade ago, Downtown
Vegas was a seedy part of
town you wouldn’t set foot
in late at night. Enter Tony
Hsieh. The CEO and founder
of the online footwear
emporium ignited the area’s
rejuvenation by setting up
shop on Stewart Avenue.
Many industry-watchers
thought the eccentric shoe
salesman was nuts for
headquartering in the sketchy
neighbourhood. He proved
naysayers wrong by working
with city officials and
investing $350 million USD
of his personal fortune into
the community. To see how
he did it—and how Zappos
is reshaping the online
shopping landscape—take a
tour of the art-filled facility.

ART REALLY IS ALL AROUND
IN DOWNTOWN VEGAS.
And it’s mostly thanks to
a music fest. Held every
September, the Life Is
Beautiful festival transforms
downtown streets into a
massive stage, featuring
chart-topping musicians and
comedians. (2019’s headliners
include Janelle Monáe and
Carly Rae Jepsen.) Another
key component of the six-

This page, clockwise from top:
oversized games await at the Oasis
at Gold Spike; relaxing on the Oak
& Ivy patio; the profitable El Cortez
offers no-frills gambling; soak up
some old Vegas atmosphere at
Atomic Liquors; Park on Fremont’s
courtyard is great for a quiet drink;
catch a show at The Smith Center
for the Performing Arts

LAS VEGAS
the space oozes industrial
style. And the menu doesn’t
disappoint: baked ricotta
gnudi with truffle fig jam
melts in my mouth, and the
chorizo-stuffed empanadas
wake up my taste buds. The
bar menu includes a long
list of bourbon and whiskey
options as well as interesting
bottled and draft beers.

PHOTOGRAPHY [NEON MUSEUM] © SUSANNE KREMER/HUBER IMAGES/ESTOCK PHOTO; [BALLET] DENISE TRUSCELLO;
[EL CORTEZ] ROBERT LANDAU/ALAMY; ALL OTHERS COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES

CATCH A SHOW
AT THE SMITH CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS.

year-old festival is a mural
showcase, for which worldrenowned street artists like
Banksy and Shepard Fairey
create original works on
walls, abandoned city lots
and even light standards.
Sign up for a guided walking
tour or download a map to
spot multi-storey paintings
and 3-D sculptures.

DIG INTO A HEARTY DINNER AND
SOME REALLY GOOD BOURBON.
In keeping with the
everything-old-is-new-again
theme, Therapy restaurant
occupies a former dollar
store. Reinvented as an
upscale American gastro-pub,

Opened in 2012, this
performing arts centre hosts
everything from jazz concerts
to Broadway musicals to the
Nevada Ballet. The centre
consists of three buildings
nestled on two hectares of
manicured grounds. Though
they are modern buildings,
the facilities were designed
with art deco sensibilities,
lending an air of elegance
to the desert landscape.
The centre also hosts
outdoor concerts, ideal for
date nights under the stars.

WIND DOWN AT
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT.
Owned by bartending
sisters Pamela and Christina
Dylag, this cozy lounge
serves imaginative craft
cocktails using house-made
ingredients and locally
grown produce. The
innovative pair also host
weekly cocktail classes,
should you wish to mix
up your own. I happily sip
my gin-and-watermelon

this fivemetre-tall
creation added
colour to the
2017 festival

This page, clockwise from top:
small and intimate, Laundry Room
seats just 23; the annual Life Is
Beautiful festival includes music,
street art and sculptures; the
chicken and waffle sliders are
a temptation at Therapy

concoction and chill on one
of several velvet sofas as 1940s
French tunes waft around
the vintage-chic space.

Sunday
SEE WHERE THE 'PAWN STARS'
MAGIC HAPPENS.
Whether you’re a fan of the
TV series or not, it’s fun to
peruse the shelves of this
unusual store. Located on
Las Vegas Boulevard, Gold &
Silver Pawn Shop is walking
distance from Fremont
Street—and you’ll pass
the legendary Graceland
Wedding Chapel on the way.
The store feels like a wellcurated collection of oddities
and antiques, with several
cases of high-end jewelry
and vintage firearms thrown
into the mix. It’s truly the
perfect place for a one-of-akind souvenir.

GET YOUR SHOP ON AT THE
DOWNTOWN CONTAINER PARK.
The brainchild of Zappos
guru and Vegas champion
Tony Hsieh, this innovative
mall comprises shipping
containers retrofitted
as boutiques, bars and

restaurants. The outdoor
retail park also houses
community spaces, including
a playground, stage and lawn,
for yoga, movie screenings
and concerts. I swing by
Sweet Spot Candy Shop to
pick up retro-inspired goodies,
and then make a beeline for
Oak & Ivy’s peaceful patio
deck. The vintage-style bar
serves classic cocktails, like
mules made with housebrewed ginger beer, which
I promptly order. It’s the
ideal thirst-quenching
libation in the desert sun.

SAY CHEERS TO VEGAS
AT THE OLDEST BAR IN TOWN.
Like most things in Downtown
Vegas, Atomic Liquors is
chill, a bit divey and boasts
a storied past. Established
in 1945, it was once a solitary
joint on the outskirts of town.
In those days, patrons would
come to watch Nevada’s
nearby atom-bomb testing
while seated in lawn chairs
on the roof. Though you
can’t go nuclear anymore,
it’s nonetheless the perfect
setting to raise a toast to the
new charms of old Vegas.
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A PEEK
UNDER THE HOOD
OF CANADA’S
ELECTRIC VEHICLE
MARKET
ANDREW RAVEN

IN 2012, if you were a Canadian

buying an electric vehicle
(EV) you had three choices:
the range-challenged Nissan
Leaf, the Chevrolet Volt
hybrid and the Mitsubishi
i-Miev, which bore a striking
resemblance to a golf cart.
Fast-forward to today, and
EV lovers are spoiled for choice.
There are now 33 electric
cars available in this country,
including 22 battery-first
hybrids. They run the gamut
from the ridiculously fast
Tesla Model S to the cavernous
Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV.
EVs account for a small
percentage of sales, but
their popularity is growing.
Canadians bought more than
44,000 EVs in 2018, almost
a 15-fold jump from five
years earlier, says Geotab,
an automotive consultancy
based in Oakville, Ont.

Matt Stevens, an analyst at
the firm, estimates that by
2024, half of all new cars
sold will be electric.
While EVs have long been
touted for their green cred,
the electric cars of today also
deliver top-notch performance
and require only a fraction
of the maintenance of their
gas-burning brethren.
“I think EVs’ becoming
the default vehicle is a done
deal. It’s like the first time
you saw a flat-screen TV.
They were super expensive
and they had burnout issues.
But you were probably like,
‘Okay, these are going to win.
It’s just a matter of time.’
That’s where we are with
EVs,” Stevens says.
With that view of the future,
here’s what’s new, interesting
and innovative with electric
cars today in Canada.

Prices listed are the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (as listed on their website) and
do not include taxes or delivery charges. Prices were current at the time of publication.
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• THE •

OPTIONS

MARKET PLACE
A look at some of the
best-selling EVs in Canada

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
One for
the road:
the Solo has
a range of
160 km

• THE •

INNOVATORS

Singles
Cruise
With the three-wheeled Solo,
Vancouver-based Meccanica is looking to
overtake the internal combustion engine

L

LEONA GREEN, a 64-year-old restaurant owner from New
Westminster, B.C., has owned a lot of nice cars over the years.
There was a red Camaro, a ’72 Corvette and an MGB GT.
But none of those were as much fun as her current daily
driver, a pint-sized electric three-wheeler called the Solo.
“Isn’t that weird?” Green says. “It’s just fun, it’s fast and
it’s eye-catching.”
The Solo is the brainchild of Vancouver-based carmaker
Meccanica and its CEO, Jerry Kroll. At 3.10 metres long and
roughly 675 kilograms—half the weight of a Honda Civic—
the Solo is tiny. But Kroll says it’s perfectly tailored to the
more than 80 per cent of drivers who commute to work alone.
“You really get the Iron Man type of feeling,” Kroll says
of strapping into the single-seater. “Once you drive this

thing, you do not want to drive anything
but a one-person car.”
Despite its size, the Solo can move:
its top speed is 130 km/h, and it goes
from zero to 100 km/h in eight seconds.
Kroll is hoping those specs, along with
its $19,888 price tag, will be enough
to lure in North American commuters.
In fact, he says Meccanica has 23,000
pre-orders for the Solo, which went into
large-scale production earlier this year.
For now, the company is
concentrating much of its sales efforts
on California, by far the largest market
for electric vehicles in North America.
But ultimately, Kroll wants to make the
Solo a global car.
Earlier this year, Meccanica opened
a Solo plant in China and plans to build
at least 75,000 cars over the next three
years. (The company is also developing
a four-wheeled electric sports car, the
Tofino, set to hit showrooms in 2020.)
In its short life, the Solo has proven
to be a head-turner. Green says people
take at least a dozen photos of her
vehicle every day.
Some even crack jokes. “People
ask stupid questions, like ‘Where’s the
other half?’” she says. But most just
want to know more about the car.
“You can’t be shy and own one of
these,” she says. “I’m almost sad to see
other people get them, because it’s not
going to be a novelty anymore.”

VOLKSWAGEN
E-GOLF

HYUNDAI
IONIQ

NISSAN
LEAF

CHEVROLET
BOLT

CATEGORY Compact
PRICE $36,720
RANGE 201 km

CATEGORY Compact
PRICE $37,899
RANGE 200 km

CATEGORY Compact
PRICE $40,698
RANGE 243 km

CATEGORY Compact
PRICE $44,800
RANGE 383 km

With the same
great handling as its
gas-powered sibling, the
e-Golf is an electric car
built for drivers.

It might not get
hearts beating like a Tesla,
but the Ioniq offers a
compelling balance between
range and price.

More than 400,000 Leafs
have been sold globally since
its debut in 2010, making
it the most popular electric
vehicle of all time.

Chevy has billed the Bolt as
the first electric car for the
masses, with plenty of range
and a sticker price that won’t
send buyers into shock.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES
• THE •

DO-ITYOURSELFERS

Electric
Makeovers
The new passion project for a
certain kind of gearhead is converting
gas-powered vehicles to electric

L

LOOKING FOR AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE? You can buy a perfectly nice
model fresh off an assembly line. But if you’re a do-it-yourselfer or an
enthusiast looking for something unique, you can convert—or have
converted—a conventional car into an EV.
Dan Singh of Toronto began as a DIYer, converting a 1985 Jaguar XJ6 to
electric power; he’s since gone into business doing the work for others. His
company, Epic Car Conversions, has delivered more than two dozen cars—
Porsches, mostly—to customers. Prices start around $25,000 and climb,
depending on the performance and the cost of restoring the donor car. “The
technology is constantly improving,” Singh says. “Electric is the way to go.”
Paul Martin, a chemical engineer in Toronto, chose a 1975 Triumph
Spitfire for an EV makeover. He was searching for a project to work on with
his teenage son, and he was committed to improving the environment.

• THE •

OPTIONS
[CONT.]
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TESLA
MODEL 3

But he also wanted to upgrade
the performance of his car, which
he describes as “an unreliable
gutless wonder.”
Dozens of parts are needed to
transform a gas-powered car into a
battery EV. Martin found most of the
components at Canadian Electric
Vehicles on Vancouver Island, which
sells individual parts as well as
conversion kits. (The company also
builds the Might-E Truck, a light-duty EV.)
The Martins spent 13 months and
$16,000 in parts to create what they
dubbed the E-Fire. (Because the car was
a rustbucket when the project started,
additional time and money went into
restoring it.) The result was an invigorating
roadster with 77 horsepower, 120 lb-ft
of torque and a range of 120 kilometres,
compared with 67 horsepower and
80 lb-ft of torque in its original form.
Martin used the E-Fire for his daily
commute during fair weather and racked
up 16,000 kilometres in three and a
half years before a pickup truck totalled
it. Now, Martin is contemplating the
conversion of a Triumph TR6. But he
cautions others who are interested.
“You have to be a decent
electrician and you have to be a decent
fabricator,” he says. “If you wouldn’t
be comfortable doing an engine swap,
you won’t be comfortable doing a
conversion.” —Preston Lerner

(STANDARD RANGE PLUS)

TESLA
MODEL S

(LUDICROUS PERFORMANCE TRIM)

CHRYSLER
PACIFICA

CATEGORY Compact
PRICE $54,990
RANGE 386 km

CATEGORY Full-size sedan
PRICE $161,990
RANGE 507 km

CATEGORY Minivan
PRICE $48,995
RANGE 51 km (+ 784 km on gas)

Say hello to Canada’s
best-selling EV. The compact
offers the advanced tech
and cutting-edge design
that have made Tesla a
household name.

The trim name says it all.
This top-end version of
Tesla’s groundbreaking sedan
has supercar-like speed,
zipping from zero to 100 km/h
in 2.6 seconds.

If you need to cover serious
ground, the Pacifica is for you.
Its electric motor and gas-powered
engine combine for what
Chrysler calls 835 kilometres of
“bladder-busting” range.

(HYBRID)

AND
THEN
THERE’S
THE...
JAGUAR E-TYPE
CATEGORY

Sports car
PRICE

$517,000 (reported)
RANGE

Not available

JAMES MINCHALL

MITSUBISHI
OUTLANDER PHEV
(HYBRID)

CATEGORY SUV
PRICE $43,498
RANGE 35 km

(+ 463 km on gas)
The rare electric SUV,
the Outlander can go
35 kilometres on a charge
before its conventional
gas engine kicks in.

JAGUAR
I-PACE

Back to the
future: an
EV retrofit
is the
ultimat e update
for E-Types

The most beautiful
car in the world—
so said Enzo Ferrari
—is getting a
makeover for the
electric age. Jaguar
has already restored
one vintage E-Type,
swapping out its
classic six-cylinder
engine for an allelectric powertrain,
and has announced
plans to revamp
several more. Some
will even come with
a touchscreen. A
stunning technical
achievement or
absolute blasphemy?
Debate amongst
yourselves.

CATEGORY SUV
PRICE $89,800
RANGE 377 km
The I-Pace is a true
Tesla fighter, offering
a combination of
luxury, performance
and range not seen
outside of the (much
pricier) Model X SUV.
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Exciting Itineraries.
Engaging Experiences.
Exclusive Values.

Visit your local CAA Travel location, CAA.ca/CAAVacations or call 1-800-992-8143

SCOTLAND

travelling
through time
GENEALOGY TRAVEL IS A TREND ON THE RISE AS PEOPLE
LOOK TO THE PAST TO UNDERSTAND THEIR PRESENT. TO LEARN ABOUT
THIS EXPERIENCE, OUR WRITER WENT TO SCOTLAND TO RESEARCH AN
INFAMOUS ANCESTOR. READ ON FOR WHAT HE FOUND OUT, AND HOW HIS
INSIGHTS CAN HELP YOU TRACE YOUR OWN FAMILY HISTORY.
+

ADAM McCULLOCH

Cobblestone
streets such as
this one, just off
the Royal Mile,
are the norm
in Edinburgh’s
Old Town
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SCOTLAND

Edinburgh
smells faintly
of brine and
coal fires,
as if the entire city has been aged in a whisky
barrel. I feel at home right away when I check
in to the Nira Caledonia Hotel, a converted
townhouse in the tony Stockbridge district,
not least because they spell my name correctly.
Over a haggis and blood-sausage breakfast,
I tell my waiter about the legend of Sir Godfrey
McCulloch and why I’m here.
Like many others, I’m trying to trace my
roots. Scotland is home to nearly 5.5 million
people, but some 50 million worldwide claim
Scottish heritage. The country’s national tourism
organization estimates that 34 per cent of their
Canadian visitors come to explore their ancestry.
That’s no surprise to Holly Swain, a CAA
Travel Consultant in Pickering, Ont., who did
such a trip to Ireland last year. Several clients
have told her that they hope to explore the
region of their ancestors during their travels.
“Some are eager to visit a destination as a
whole, while others have a more detailed
itinerary and hope to visit the homes of their
ancestors,” Swain says.
My own research is focused on this juicy
tale: on March 26, 1697, Sir Godfrey McCulloch,
a once respected politician, was executed
on the Maiden, the Scottish guillotine. His
unsavoury crime was shooting his neighbour
and trampling him to death with a herd of
cattle. I’m here in Scotland to see what else
I can find out about Sir Godfrey.
If you’re thinking of travelling to trace your
roots, you’ll discover, as I did, that it can be very
moving to walk where your ancestors walked,
to see where they lived and where they died.
Here’s what you can learn from my experience.
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Do some homework
Many countries such as Poland, Australia, France
and Norway have digitized their old records,
which you can access online for free before you
travel. There are also specific databases such
as Jewishgen, tracing Jewish ancestry, and
Castle Garden, which holds 11 million records
of immigrants to New York, pre–Ellis Island.
The ScotlandsPeople Centre is a national
archive in Edinburgh with documents dating
back to 1127, all available on their website. Beyond
birth, death and marriage records, the site also
lists census records, church registers, coats of
arms and military tribunal records, along with
wills and testaments and a growing photo library.
The search engine is also capable of grouping
like-sounding names, and I discover that
McCulloch, Makhulagh and M’Owlache are all
essentially the same name. Even Sir Godfrey
spelled his own name several ways over the years.

CLOCKWISE
FROM ABOVE:

Locals make the
most of a sunny
day at Princes
Street Gardens,
with Edinburgh
Castle perched
above; genealogist
Bruce Bishop in
a library at the
Scottish Genealogy
Society; a carefully
preserved copy
of Sir Godfrey’s
last speech

WHAT TO SEE AND DO IN:

Edinburgh

Pack comfy shoes to explore this
highly walkable historic city

See

Stay

Hidden behind a Gothic church
facade is The Glasshouse
Hotel, a deceptively large
property with rooms arranged
around an elegant roof garden.

NO.

2

Centrally located in a Georgian
townhouse, the luxuriously
appointed Nira Caledonia Hotel
—designated as a Small Luxury
Hotel of the World—is also
home to locavore landmark
Blackwood’s Bar & Grill.

Book time at the archives
Online research, while fascinating, can be
limiting. Once in country, prepare to dive deep
into the archives to see rare records first-hand.
In Ireland, for instance, you’ll want to start at
the Irish Family History Centre in Dublin.
My first stop in Edinburgh is the
ScotlandsPeople Centre, where manager Iain
Ferguson helps me navigate their vast library
of material only available by in-person request.
“We like to think of our role as adding foliage
to the family tree,” Ferguson says, presenting
me with an ancient piece of paper sealed in a
plastic sleeve. It’s a handwritten copy of the last
speech Sir Godfrey gave before his execution.
I’m unexpectedly moved to find his voice

Eat

For the best view in town
(plus mouth-watering food),
dine at The Lookout by
Gardener’s Cottage, a
glass cube cantilevered over
Calton Hill, a landmark famous
for its monuments, plus the
City Observatory. Try the Atlantic
skate wing with razor clams.

Stroll through Dean Village.
The medieval mill town is
now a fashionable residential
neighbourhood with a walkway
along the Water of Leith, which
leads to the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art.
The ever-changing exhibitions
(Warhol, Mapplethorpe and
Arbus on my visit) always
surprise, as does the community
outreach such as sculpture
classes for dementia patients.
Take a self-guided tour of
the Palace of Holyroodhouse,
the royal residence. In the
Great Gallery, spot the 96 royal
portraits commissioned by
King Charles II in his own big-nose
likeness to justify his royal line.

Do

Climb Arthur’s Seat, an extinct
volcano that forms the dramatic
wild backdrop to Edinburgh.
The location near downtown
means it’s become a default
central park. The panoramic views
of Edinburgh, lochs and
surrounding park are stunning.
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SCOTLAND
echoing through the centuries. He was contrite,
but spent much of his time trying to dispel the
rumour that he might have been a Catholic.
Next, I head to the Scottish Genealogy
Society to meet Bruce Bishop, a certified
genealogist. “You’re in luck,” he beams. “The
McCulloch name goes back to 1296, and it’s a
clan name rather than a job description like
Smith or Stewart, so it’s much easier to trace.”
Thanks to this clear clan line, we discover
that after Sir Godfrey’s execution, his
possessions were confiscated, and several
of his family members fled in shame to
what’s now the United States. The McCulloch
family castle in Kirkcudbrightshire fell into
disrepair. Such real-life discoveries prove to
be the highlight of my visit and make me feel
connected to the place in a way researching
online never could do.

CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFT:

NO.

3

Find a place to touch the past
Exploring the land of your ancestors is an
incredible experience that should always be
a priority. And so, I shut down the computer
terminal and embrace the powerful feeling
of intergenerational nostalgia, wandering
the cobblestone lanes of Edinburgh’s Old
Town. To stand in the places Sir Godfrey did,
I walk to Edinburgh Castle and ask a guide
for information about my infamous ancestor.
He points me to the castle’s prison, where I
find a graffiti-carved cell door on display.
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The Heart of
Midlothian marks
the spot where
executions—
including Sir
Godfrey’s—took
place; students
stroll past Greyfriars
Kirk, a church
with walls made
from preserved
tombstones; 21st
Century Kilts owner
Howie Nicholsby
keeps things
modern with a
denim creation

OPPOSITE PAGE:

A cell door at
Edinburgh Castle
bears the marks
from prisoners past

Sir Godfrey was held in Edinburgh Castle’s
prison after his arrest, but escaped. He was later
recaptured and imprisoned at the Old Tolbooth.
Further down the Royal Mile—the main tourist
drag, which descends from Edinburgh Castle to
the Palace of Holyroodhouse—a bagpiper gives
me directions to the Heart of Midlothian, a
pattern of stones that marks the site of the longgone Old Tolbooth, the Maiden and Sir Godfrey’s
demise. A stampede of tourists wanders past, but
I want them to stop. “A man died here beneath
your feet,” I want them to know. “On this spot an
entire family tree was affected.” I am moved by
how even bad decisions can shape a family tree.
Iain Ferguson had told me Sir Godfrey was
buried in Greyfriars Kirkyard, a moss-covered
medieval graveyard made famous by a dog
named Bobby, a Skye terrier who guarded his
master’s grave for 14 years in the 19th century.
When I walk among the tombstones, inscriptions
softened from centuries of storms, the area
where Sir Godfrey lies is covered in scaffolding,
ending my search for his marker. A workman
calls down, “These gravestones need stabilizing.
Got to make sure they don’t fall and kill anyone.”
The irony isn’t lost on me.
Seeking a more uplifting McCulloch token, I
meet with Howie Nicholsby, a fourth-generation
kiltmaker and owner of 21st Century Kilts. His
store in the New Town has become a favourite
with celebrities such as Vin Diesel and Lenny
Kravitz. Scottish tartan, unique plaid patterns,
was traditionally a Highlands military fabric,
worn to show allegiance to a clan chief. Today,
even the pandas in the zoo have a tartan.
Nicholsby explains that while many clans have
a tartan, sadly, mine doesn’t. “You could wear
a Gunn tartan, though,” he offers consolingly.
“Looks like the McCullochs might have fought
for them at some time.”

WHAT TO SEE AND DO IN:

Dumfries
& Galloway
Rolling countryside and charming towns
await in this picturesque region

Stay

See

Walk in the footsteps of Sir
Winston Churchill, who often
stayed at Knockinaam Lodge.
You can even bring your dog.

Author J.M. Barrie considered
his time in Dumfries the
happiest days of his life. Visit the
newly opened Moat Brae to
see the house that helped
inspire his Peter Pan books.

Eat

For the best seafood in the
region, head to Henry’s Bay
House Bar & Restaurant in
Stranraer, just a stone’s throw
(74 kilometres) from Ireland.
The house specialty is
beer-battered haddock.

Do

Take the South West Coastal
300, a scenic route that
passes quaint villages and
windswept bluffs as it makes
its way toward Glasgow.

GET
PACKING!
Stop dreaming and start planning with a CAA Travel Professional
today. Visit your nearest CAA Travel store, call 1-800-267-8713 or go to
caaneo.ca/travel for more information. Your perfect holiday awaits!
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SCOTLAND

NO.

4

Return to your ancestral home
CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT:

Janet BrennanInglis in her living
room at Barholm
Castle, a former
McCulloch clan
home; the exterior
of Barholm Castle;
quiet Kirkcudbright
is known for its
scallops; inside
Cardoness Castle,
which was home to
many generations
of McCullochs,
including Sir Godfrey

OPPOSITE PAGE:

Folk musician
Adam McCulloch
in his Glasgow
apartment
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If you can find it, visiting your ancestral home
can be the most significant part of your trip.
Genealogy websites, archival documents and
talking to older family members can help yield
information about its location.
For me, the call of my ancestors becomes
deafeningly loud when Old Scottish, an online
genealogy resource, shows a map with my
surname concentrated near the coast not far
away. “We always encourage visitors to go and
see where their ancestor lived,” Iain Ferguson
had told me. With that in mind, I take a road
trip to Kirkcudbright, a coastal town known
for huge tides and scallop fishing, three hours
south of Edinburgh. It’s here, near Gatehouse
of Fleet, that I find what might have been
my family estate: Cardoness Castle. The
15th-century tower house and home of Sir
Godfrey are made up of stacked rooms to create
an easily defended monolith of stone. It’s in
remarkably good shape, and even the dungeon
is intact. The McCulloch clan lived in the castle
from the 1460s until they fell on hard times
and their neighbour—Sir Godfrey’s eventual
victim—moved in. Today, Cardoness Castle is
a well-preserved ruin and tourist attraction,

which charts the familial demise in a small
museum. A steep spiral staircase takes me to
the top, offering a blustery view over the bay.
But it’s not the only ancestral estate in
the region. A few kilometres west, I cross a
farm to arrive at Barholm Castle, another
McCulloch tower house, this one now owned
by Janet Brennan-Inglis. She tells me that since
she restored the property in 2005, scores of
McCullochs have visited, leaving behind pages
of research into their own branches of the
family tree. She plies me with these documents
and waves me off with a daffodil before
returning to her garden. It’s a motherlode of
McCulloch family history that I would never have
discovered had I not come to Scotland myself.

NO.

5
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Take a chance
on a local connection
A visit will give you a sense of the place, but
to get a sense of the people, you need to make
new connections. The meandering South West
Coastal 300 road leads me through wind-worn
towns, and I eventually turn off toward Glasgow.
The factories along the River Clyde, where some
of my ancestors worked in the 1800s, have long
since been replaced by elegant museums. On a
whim, I contact Adam McCulloch, a folk musician
I had come across in early Google searches. It
turns out that he lives just a kilometre from
where my great-great-great-great-grandfather—
also named Adam McCulloch—had lived. Adamthe-folksinger greets me with a hug, and over pints
at the local pub, we laugh about our shared name
and possible connection to Sir Godfrey. Would
it reflect on our characters if we are related to a
murderer? We raised our glasses: “We hope not.”

WHAT TO SEE AND DO IN:

Glasgow

Expect parks aplenty and beautiful
architecture in this intimate city

Stay

The no-frills Citizen M Hotel
includes a delicious on-site
canteen (try the U.K.’s
national dish: chicken curry)
and a 24-hour bar.

See

The elegant Zaha Hadid–designed
Riverside Museum, with
its dramatic zigzag roof,
houses an impressive range
of vehicles, including
Scottish-built curiosities such as
the 1900 Argyll Voiturette.
Architect and designer
Charles Rennie Mackintosh led
the art nouveau renaissance
of Glasgow. Many of his buildings,
including Glasgow School of Art,
The Lighthouse and the
Willow Tea Rooms, are still
in everyday use.

NO.

6

Know that the answers
aren’t always there
Researching ancestors was more involved than
I first thought, but in Scotland, even the dead
ends are fascinating diversions. Sir Godfrey’s
triumphs and failures were mirrors of what we
are capable of being. In another three centuries,
maybe another McCulloch will look me up. By
then, I hope I’ll have a wild story to tell.

Eat

Hidden Lane Tea Room
is a South Side delight.
It’s the perfect place to stop
for a cupcake and one of more
than 30 loose-leaf teas.
Settle in for a four- or six-course
modern Scottish tasting menu
at The Gannet, with such
delectable oddities as monkfish
with smoked bone butter
or “hogget” (lamb) with
kidney fat sauce. There’s also
a vegetarian tasting menu.

Do

Come rain or shine (most
likely rain—it’s Scotland, after
all), you can always go skiing
at Glasgow’s only indoor
ski resort, Snow Factor.
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News / Initiatives / Member Exclusives

FRESHEN UP FOR FALL
SUMMER’S OVER, and it’s time to get to work—on you, that is! Refresh your
home, wardrobe and more with seasonal savings from CAA Rewards® partners.

Put your CAA card to work unlocking savings at thousands of stores,
restaurants and more across the province and beyond, with the CAA Rewards
program. Enrolment is easy: CAA Members are automatically part of the
loyalty program that makes Membership so rewarding.
It pays to be part of the club. Check out six places you could
save more this season with CAA:*

You’ll look sharp
in fashion-forward city
wear from the Canadian
retailer, catering to
men and women and
dedicated to style,
fit and fashion.
CAA Members
save 10% on the last
ticketed price.

Stock up on
everything you need
to entertain at
Canada’s only national
chain of kitchenware,
tableware and gifts.
CAA Members save 5%
on their purchase.

Refresh your home
with an incredible
selection of stylish
furniture and on-trend
accessories at amazing
prices. CAA Members
save an extra 5% on
their total purchases,
in store and online.

All shopped out?
Feel like you’re part of
la famiglia when you use
your CAA card to save
10% on your meal
in restaurant or when
you order online.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF BOUCLAIR

Showcase your
style with the latest
fall trends from
Canada’s leading
plus-sized fashion
retailer. CAA Members
save 10%.

Get inspired by the
must-have looks of the
season from Addition
Elle. Find trendy and
chic plus-sized dresses,
jeans and more!
CAA Members always
save 10% in store.

MEMBERSHIP IS
REWARDING
Learn more about the CAA Rewards
program and how you can start
saving, earning and redeeming
today at caaneo.ca/rewards
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change
without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details. Trademarks and
registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Create your
happy space
with finds from
Bouclair
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Connect With Us

EVENT

NOTICE OF

Exciting events and news from CAA North & East Ontario
providing service on the
shoulder of highways.
This special day focuses
attention on Ontario’s
Slow Down, Move Over law,
which protects tow truck
drivers. In 2017, the Ontario
Provincial Police laid more
than 2,100 charges under
Slow Down, Move Over
legislation. Penalties include a
fine of $490 and three demerit
points upon conviction.
How can you help keep
roads safe? Read more about
CAA’s National Day of Safety for
Tow Truck Operators and the
Slow Down, Move Over law at
caaneo.ca/about-us/roadsafety-and-safe-driving.

DID YOU KNOW that across

North America, nearly 100 tow
truck drivers are killed every
year after being struck by
oncoming traffic? It happens
when they’ve stopped to help
stranded motorists with flat
tires, breakdowns or collisions.
As an advocate for road
safety, CAA North & East
Ontario is reminding all
motorists to keep roads safe
by slowing down, moving over
and avoiding the temptation
to rubberneck at roadway
incidents. CAA also declared
May 14 as the National Day of
Safety for Tow Truck Operators
to remind all drivers to
make space for tow trucks

SAFETY

WHY SLOW
DOWN, MOVE
OVER STILL
MATTERS

ANNUAL
MEETING
Take notice that
the annual meeting
of the Members of
CAA North & East
Ontario will be held
Friday, January 10,
2020, at 5:30 p.m.
in Studio 1 at the
Andaz Ottawa
ByWard Market,
325 Dalhousie Street,
Ottawa, Ontario.
This meeting is for
the purpose of
receiving the annual
report, the financial
statements for
the period ending

ADVOCACY

SAFETY
FIRST
Learn more about how
you can help keep roads
safe at caaneo.ca/
about-us/road-safetyand-safe-driving

Worst Roads Results

Thank you to everyone who took the time to vote in CAA North & East Ontario’s
2019 Worst Roads campaign. Your vote helps make roads safer by letting
local governments know that roadway improvements are a priority for citizens.
The votes are now in:

September 30, 2019,
and the report of
the auditors thereon;
electing directors;
appointing auditors
and for the purpose
of transacting such
further and other

OTTAWA’S 10 WORST ROADS FOR 2019

business as may

1

3

5

7

9

Carling Avenue

Saint Joseph
Boulevard

Mitch Owens
Road

Heron Road

River Road

the meeting or any

6

8

adjournment thereof.

4

10

Riverside
Drive

Merivale
Road

2

Hunt Club
Road

North River
Road

Bank Street

The meeting is for

TIE

Primary Members

Anderson Road

1

3

5

7

9

10

Regent Street

Bay Street

Kingsway

Maley Drive

GREATER
SUDBURY

SAULT
STE. MARIE

GREATER
SUDBURY

GREATER
SUDBURY

Algonquin
Boulevard West

Barrydowne
Road

TIMMINS

GREATER
SUDBURY

2

4

6

8

TIE

Frood Road

Paris Street

GREATER
SUDBURY

GREATER
SUDBURY

Algonquin
Boulevard East

Lakeshore
Drive
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TIMMINS

GREATER
SUDBURY

NORTH BAY

or their proxy as duly
noted in the proxy

NORTH & EAST ONTARIO REGION’S 10 WORST ROADS FOR 2019

Lorne Street

properly come before

TIE

Lasalle
Boulevard
GREATER
SUDBURY

form available at any
CAA North & East
Ontario place
of business.
Dated this 21st day of
July, 2019
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD

Christina Hlusko,
Secretary

CAA Members
save on dining
Save 10%* at:

Complimentary appetizer
with $30 purchase*

Save 5% on The Ultimate
Dining Card online*

Free appetizer or dessert
when you purchase
two entrées*

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details. ® D’Arcy
McGee’s, East Side Mario’s, Fionn MacCool’s, Harvey’s, Kelseys, New York Fries, Milestones, Montana’s, Swiss Chalet and The
Ultimate Dining Card are registered trademarks of Recipe Unlimited Corporation.
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THE CAA
DIFFERENCE
T

HERE ARE FEW

sure bets in life.
But one thing you
can bank on is getting
protection and peace of
mind from CAA. Whether
you’re buying a car, moving
to a new home or travelling
abroad, CAA Insurance is
designed to protect you
and your loved ones with
the same dependable
coverage that’s made
CAA among the most
trusted brands in Canada.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
CAA Members receive
exclusive Member savings
and great perks like
complimentary CAA Tire
Coverage and CAA Legal
Coverage when you bundle
your CAA Home and Auto
insurance together.1

With CAA Auto
Insurance, you may have
access to our Forgive and
Forget® plan, which protects
your premium from your
first at-fault accident.*
Got a clean driving record?
We reward good behaviour
with discounts based on
your driving history. What’s
more, a CAA Insurance
Agent can review your
policy for free, even if it’s
with another provider.
You can also count on
us for your home. Home
insurance protects the
physical structure of your
home and belongings, as
well as other buildings
on your property. It also
safeguards your family
from legal liability to
others and their property.

Whether you own or rent
your property, CAA Property
Insurance offers you the
same protection.1 If you’re
renting, it’s up to you to
insure the contents of your
home. Tenants’ insurance
can safeguard your personal
belongings and protect your
legal liability to other people
and their property.
Got a condo or a cottage?
CAA Property Insurance has
products to protect those
assets, too.

HOME AND AWAY
Don’t forget CAA Insurance
when it’s time for a
much-needed vacation.
Purchasing travel insurance
is the most important thing
you can do to protect your
travel investment. CAA
Travel Insurance has many
plans designed to meet a
variety of needs, so you can
take off in full confidence.2
Even better, CAA Members
instantly save 10% on their
travel insurance.3

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
At every step of the way,
CAA Insurance Agents are
ready to help customers,
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from understanding
coverage to making a
purchase or a claim. And
when you choose CAA
Auto or Property insurance,
you’re choosing insurance
products that are
underwritten by CAA itself1
—that’s the CAA difference.
On the road, at home
or abroad, count on
CAA Insurance. Visit
caaneo.ca/insurance for
more information.
1 Auto and Property Insurance and
CAA Tire Coverage are underwritten
by CAA Insurance Company. CAA
Legal Coverage is underwritten by
DAS Legal Protection Insurance
Company Limited. CAA Legal
Coverage is complimentary on home
policies where there is also an auto
policy. Please see policy wordings
for coverage details. Subject to
certain conditions and approvals.
Underwriting eligibility rules apply.
2 CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten
by Orion Travel Insurance Company,
a CAA company. Certain exclusions,
limitations and restrictions apply.
Subject to change without notice.
A medical questionnaire may be
required to purchase travel insurance.
Quotes are valid for 30 days.
3 Applies to CAA Members in good
standing (CAA Membership dues paid
in full by membership expiry date).
Ten per cent (10%) discount applies
to the total premium excluding
applicable taxes. Minimum premium
applies. Subject to change without
notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada
Insurance.
*Forgive and Forget is a trademark
owned by CAA Insurance Company.
Certain conditions, limitations and
underwriting guidelines apply.
®CAA trademarks owned by, and
use is authorized by, the Canadian
Automobile Association.

PHOTOGRAPHY [COUPLE TRAVELLING] ISTOCK.COM/VESNAANDJIC; [AT HOME] ISTOCK.COM/LAYLABIRD

Insure your cherished assets with a
company that’s been helping Canadians
for more than a century

Now, more
than ever.

More Laughs. More Surprises. More Celebrations.
With so many fun and limited-time happenings at all four Theme Parks,
now more than ever, it’s the right time to experience the magic!
Also, stay in the magic with this offer:

SAVE UP to 25%
on rooms at select Walt Disney World Resort hotels.
For stays most nights 5/28 – 8/28/19. Book through 8/28/19.

Ask about our latest Theme Park Ticket Offer!

Valid Theme Park admission required and not included. The number of rooms allocated for this offer is limited. Length-of-stay requirements may apply. Savings based on the non-discounted price for the same room. Additional per-adult charges may apply if more
than two adults per room at Disney Value, Moderate, Deluxe and Studios at Deluxe Villa Resorts. Cannot be combined with any other discount or promotion. Advance reservations required. Offer excludes the following room types: campsites, 3-bedroom Grand Villas,
Cabins at Copper Creek Villas & Cabins at Disney’s Wilderness Lodge and Bungalows at Disney’s Polynesian Villas & Bungalows. Displayed room savings are for select Disney Deluxe and Deluxe Villa Resorts; lower savings for other Resorts. ©Disney ©Disney/Pixar

Visit your CAA Travel Store or call 1-800-267-8713 today
to book your very own Walt Disney World vacation!
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We provide
reuniting-withschool-BFFs
coverage.
Back to school means back to
carpooling. Is your car ready?
Check your tires, fluids and
even your car insurance. Are
you getting perks like these?

• CAA’s Forgive and Forget® plan

• Enjoy complimentary CAA Tire
Coverage for bundling your home
and auto insurance

• CAA Members enjoy exclusive
savings on auto insurance

CAA doesn’t just protect you
roadside, we also make sure you
have the right auto insurance!

right on schedule

How many routines will you fall back into this season?

W

ITH THE FREEWHEELING

days of summer packed
away for another year,
we find ourselves with a little more
structure. Fall is when we get back at
it: we turn our clocks back, kids head
back to school, and we get into more
organized routines. What will you be
getting back to this season?

BACK INTO KIDS’ ACTIVITIES
While summer has its own schedule
of organized sports, somehow
they seem to ramp up come fall.
There are sports practices, music
and dance lessons, and tutoring—
all of which means a lot more time
in the car. Which also means…

BACK TO CARPOOLING

For a complimentary policy
review or a no-obligation quote:

1-800-582-5013
caaneo.ca /insurance
Visit your CAA Store
(2229-06/19)
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Smart parents know the way to survive
busy schedules is to organize carpools.
Not only is this environmentally
friendly, but it’s also got a huge payoff:
you get some free time!

BACK TO WARMER WARDROBES
If only it were easy to put away
shorts and tees and pull out those

jackets and sweaters. But every
parent knows the challenges of
getting kids to try everything on
to see what still fits—and then
(worse!) making the shopping trips
for bigger sizes.

BACK TO TRAFFIC
School zones are now busier, school
buses are out, you need to make
grocery runs for lunches and dinners
or shop for clothes and supplies, and
getting anywhere just seems to take
longer. So be sure to leave enough
time to get wherever you need to go.
Once you get back at it, you’ll
likely find yourself driving more to
get it all done. So make sure your
car insurance covers you properly.
An easy way to check is to let one
of the licensed insurance agents
at CAA give your policy a
complimentary review—even if
you’re with another company.
Plus, CAA Members enjoy
exclusive perks on auto insurance,
so you may even be getting back at
it ahead of the game!

Auto and Property Insurance and CAA Tire Coverage are underwritten by CAA Insurance Company.
To qualify for the Member discount, you must be a current CAA Member in good standing
(CAA Membership dues paid in full by membership expiry date). Eligible CAA Members may qualify
to receive a Member Loyalty Discount based on membership tenure and Roadside Assistance usage.
®Forgive and Forget is a trademark owned by CAA Insurance Company. Certain conditions,
limitations and underwriting guidelines apply.

PHOTOGRAPHY JOSE LUIS PELAEZ INC/GETTY IMAGES

protects your good driving record
at your first at-fault accident

T here for your kids
when you can’t be.

2200
students rescued
by CAA in 2018**

24/7 ROADSIDE PROTECTION | RESTAURANT SAVINGS | DRIVE YOU HOME PROGRAM

Just in time for school, add your teen
to your CAA Plus® Membership
for only $6.83/month!*

getcaa.ca
1.844.252.3648
* Applicable taxes extra. Offer valid to residents of North & East Ontario. Valid on a new CAA Plus Associate Membership for $82.00 per year or $6.83 a month, plus HST on CAA’s
Monthly Payment Plan (Regular $102.00, plus HST). Valid on a new CAA Premier Associate Membership for $120.00 per year or $10.00 a month, plus HST on CAA’s Monthly Payment
Plan (Regular $140.00, plus HST). Pricing is based on a 12-month CAA Membership and standard rates will apply upon renewal. An eligible Associate Member must share the same principal address as the CAA North & East Ontario Primary Member. Offer is not valid on a previously purchased CAA North & East Ontario Membership. Not valid with any other promotion
or discount. Not valid on a Membership renewal or upgrade. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount, Corporate Membership, or on a previously purchased Associate
Membership. Other restrictions may apply. Offer and pricing valid until October 31, 2019. **Based on CAA Associate Members in North & East Ontario, assisted at the roadside in 2018.

snap shot

COOLING OFF IN

PORTUGAL
MEMBER PAULA ANASTACIO
CALEDON VILLAGE, ONT.

DETAILS A SWIM BESIDE THE
SANTA MARTA LIGHTHOUSE AND
CASA DE SANTA MARIA IN CASCAIS

“My husband and I were on our way
to visit the palace in Cascais, just
opposite the scene in the photo.
We love historical buildings and the
amazing detail of craftsmanship
that goes into them. This was our
fifth time in Portugal in five years,
and we still discover something
new every time we go.”
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SNAP AND SHARE!
Do you have a great vacation
photo you’d like to see in
CAA Magazine? Send it to us
and you could be featured
in an upcoming issue! Go to
caamagazine.ca to share.

ARE YOU READY TO BE TRULY MOVED?

Relax, unwind and enjoy this stunning view with us. Onboard Rocky Mountaineer,
you’ll meet people from all over the globe, dine on delectable dishes and spend your days
travelling through unimaginable landscapes.
CAA MEMBER BENEFIT: Receive up to $200 Onboard Merchandise Credit*
per couple when you book a qualifying package through a participating CAA Office.
Plus, ask about Rocky Mountaineer’s current promotional offer for added value.

Ask CAA about amazing Member-exclusive beneﬁts on select Rocky Mountaineer
packages! Call 1-844-202-8045 to book your Canadian Rockies adventure.
*The CAA Member Beneﬁt Merchandise Credit is with qualifying Rocky Mountaineer vacation packages in GoldLeaf Service or SilverLeaf Service. Eight (8) days or more in GoldLeaf Service receive $200 per couple ($100 per adult) Onboard Merchandise Credit.
Eight (8) days or more in SilverLeaf Service receive $100 per couple ($50 per adult) Onboard Merchandise Credit. Four to seven (4–7) days in GoldLeaf Service receive $100 per couple ($50 per adult) Onboard Merchandise Credit. Four to seven (4–7) days in
SilverLeaf Service receive $70 per couple ($35 per adult) Onboard Merchandise Credit. Redemption of merchandise credit is only available onboard the Rocky Mountaineer train. Additional conditions apply.

You like being prepared.
CAA has a new way to help be prepared for out-of-pocket health costs.

As a CAA Member, you already know the value of being proactive.
But it’s hard to be able to handle things you don’t see coming.
A chipped tooth. A course of prescription drugs. Or a pair of new
prescription eyeglasses. But you can be prepared for routine and
unexpected health costs with CAA Health & Dental Insurance.
It can help reduce the cost of prescription drugs, dental care, vision care,
massage, homecare, nursing and more – even dietitians.

It pays to be prepared.
mycaaoffer.ca
1-888-334-4561

Conditions, limitations and exclusions apply. Available to Canadian residents only. Please see policy for details.
Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2019 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.

